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1. General remarks

The Bible is the best work on the subject of baptism. In the early part of my ministry, when the Presbytery was in session at the church of which I had just taken charge, a colporteur in attendance introduced me to a gentleman who, as he thought, ought to unite with the church. After a short conversation with him, I agreed with the colporteur, and remarked that the Session would meet in a few minutes, and suggested that he should present himself for admission into the church. After a moment’s pause, he said he was “laboring under a difficulty that rendered such a step impracticable.”

Upon inquiry I found that he believed that immersion is the proper mode of baptism. I told him that was no difficulty; in D— was a Baptist church, where he would be welcomed.

“But,” said he, “I prefer the Presbyterian Church.”

The colporteur proposed to sell him some books on the subject of baptism. My reply was, “Mr. E., let his books alone. If you have immersion in your head, my first advice to you is, go and unite with the Baptist Church. If you are not satisfied, take your Bible alone, and examine the subject in the light of God’s Word, praying for the guidance of the Spirit; after such examination, act according to the conclusion reached.”

About four months after this conversation, he presented himself to the Session of our church for admission. I asked him if he was satisfied on the question of baptism. His answer was, “Thoroughly.”

He proved to be one of the most intelligent Bible Christians I ever knew, and remarkable for the conscientious discharge of duty. As I subsequently learned, every influence had been exerted on him to convince him that immersion is baptism.

What the people want is, not a learned dissertation on the classic meaning of words in a language of which they know nothing, but a simple exposition of passages in the Bible with which they are familiar.
In the following treatise I have confined myself to the Word of God alone, examining the subject in what I conceive to be an exhaustive method, to wit:

1. To ascertain the meaning of the word used to designate the rite; to do this by examining those passages where the word occurs, and, from the context and attending circumstances, to ascertain in what sense the word is used by the sacred writers.

2. To inquire what is the significance of the rite, and see what light this throws on the question of mode.

3. To examine the cases of its administration found recorded in the New Testament; to examine these in the light of circumstantial evidence.

These methods are independent of each other; and if they unite in bringing us to the same conclusion, we may be assured that we have the truth.

I have chosen the conversational method of discussion, because it serves better than any other to bring to the attention of the reader the particular point to be impressed on the mind. The only objection to such a method is that it offers temptations to caricature the views we would assail. I have endeavored carefully to avoid such a weakness.

It was not my purpose to introduce anything of the romantic; but this seemed the only practicable method of introducing the discussion, and bringing out certain points regarded of great importance: from the place assigned it by Jesus, as a symbol of the Spirit’s work, down to the useless purpose of symbolizing, in a very awkward manner, an event that had nothing to do with man’s redemption.

The evil of such perversion is aggravated when we remember it necessitates the denial, on the part of immersionists, that we form any part of the church of God.

If we are in error, let us acknowledge it, and have our practice correspond with the truth. If our practice is in accordance with the command of the Savior, let us not hesitate to affirm that immersion is not a scriptural mode of baptism.

Some will object to such a view as extreme, and think it as objectionable as the claims of immersionists on the question of mode. The view of some is that one mode is as good as another, and that it is a question not worthy of discussion. But such must remember what is involved in this statement. It implies that the
significance of the rite is of no importance, because the whole difference centers here. Transubstantiation is no greater perversion of the Lord’s supper than is the burial theory a perversion of baptism. When immersionists abandon this theory, they will not be slow in conforming their mode to the simplicity of the gospel.

If any apology is needed for presenting this discussion to the public, I am happy to be able to lay a share of the responsibility on many friends who read the manuscript and urged its publication, and especially among these, the Rev. Drs. J. L. Yantis, John Montgomery, and N. L. Rice, who, having carefully read the manuscript, encouraged me to hope that its publication might be attended with profit to the church of God. With the prayer that God will bless it in checking, in some measure, the gross perversion of a sacred rite, I bid it go wherever readers may be found.
2. William the Baptist

On a bright summer evening, about the middle of June, as I was sitting with my wife in the front yard of the parsonage, Mr. William Meadows, a promising young lawyer, passed very leisurely, as if enjoying an evening walk. As he reached the gate, I thought I noticed an indication of a half-formed resolution to stop; but politely bowing, he passed on. In a few minutes he returned, and at the gate the same motions were repeated. About fifteen minutes later, we saw him again returning with a firm step and somewhat accelerated speed. But his speed slackened as he approached us, and after a hasty glance he turned his face towards the opposite side of the street, and seeing his friend K. seated in his front yard, quietly reading a newspaper, he leisurely crossed ever, and standing at the gate entered into a friendly chat with him. His movements had already attracted my attention, and somewhat excited my curiosity, and I determined to watch and wait. I noticed that he frequently cast a look over his shoulder towards us. It was, perhaps, ten minutes after he had taken his position at the gate, that my wife was called to attend to some domestic duty. No sooner was her absence noted than he bade his friend good evening, and hastened across the street to where I was sitting. The cause of his movements was soon explained. In one week from that evening, he desired my presence at the house of one of my members, to unite his fortunes with those of Miss Dora G, a young lady of rare excellence and cultivation, and one of the most active and efficient members of my charge.

I cannot say that I was surprised, for such a thing had been whispered as a probability. I cannot say that I was pleased or displeased at the announcement. This undecided state of mind did not arise from any indifference to my young friend, Dora. Mr. M was a young man, about four and twenty, of excellent family; of decided mental endowments, had graduated with the highest honors at one of the best colleges in the land; had attended a law-school, and was now well established in his profession.

But Dora was a Presbyterian; one of my most useful members abounding in every good work. Mr. M, though not a member of the church, yet was in principle a most zealous Baptist, proselyting in his disposition, always ready to contend for the peculiarities of this church, even to a disagreeable degree. This
peculiarity in his disposition had been developed at an early period, when he was a youth of fourteen or fifteen. The occasion of it, or the time when it first manifested itself, was a public discussion on the question of baptism, in which he took a deep interest. The whole community had become interested; discussion was rife, and no one was a more active disputant than the youthful William. When the discussion had been dropped by others, and the subject had lost most of its interest to them, the zeal of young William seemed to grow stronger. His zeal gave him such prominence as a defender of Baptist peculiarities, that, by common consent, he was known as “William THE BAPTIST. The sobriquet was not displeasing to him. He regarded it as a reward for his youthful zeal. He may have become weary of the title, but it followed him to college, and so universal was its use that grave professors, in speaking of him, designated him as William the Baptist. It clung to him in the law-school, and as the promising practitioner, it was”William the Baptist."

At the appointed time, a pleasant company was assembled at the house of Mr. G, and our young friends, William and Dora, were duly united as husband and wife according to the ordinance of God.

As I left the happy company, I wondered what manner of life awaited them; she an intelligent, devoted Presbyterian; he, though not a member, yet, in principle, an over-zealous Baptist. I remembered the question of old, “can two walk together except they be agreed?”

There was, to human view, no hope that he would ever unite with the Presbyterian Church, and I supposed there was as little probability that she would ever consent to become a Baptist.

It would seem that Dora guessed my state of mind, and, knowing the interest I had always felt in her welfare, about two weeks after marriage she called at the parsonage, and in a short time introduced the subject herself, when the following conversation was held:

DORA.— “I am sure you are curious to know how such people, so different in their religious views, and so set in them, expect to get along as husband and wife.”

PASTOR.— “I confess it has been a matter of great solicitude to me. But there is no impossibility in your living together in peace, if you both can agree to
disagree.”

D.– “And that we have agreed to do. We talked that matter over, and came to a definite understanding before our marriage. We agreed not to discuss our differences.”

P.– “Domestic peace is assured so long as this covenant between you is kept. But the bond of love, uniting husband and wife, will prove but a rotten hempen cord to the bitter jealously engendered by religious controversy.”

D.– “I never did discuss such matters with anyone, and I have no desire to discuss them with William; for apart from the evil consequences of which you speak, I know I could effect nothing with him.”

I invoked the blessing of God on them, and earnestly besought him that they might live long and happily together, and thus our interview on this subject ended. They lived in a house not far from the parsonage, and we saw Dora almost every day. She was, as before, a regular attendant at church, at the morning and evening service. William usually accompanied her, especially at the evening service. Thus the weeks and months passed on, and no couple in S. were happier than they.

The pastor of the Baptist church was an excellent man, unusually liberal in his views, and seemed to sympathize with Paul in his statement, “God sent me not to baptize, but to preach the gospel.” His church was in a flourishing condition. He was loved and respected by all. He was always ready to unite with all in every good work.

But he soon found himself beset with difficulties. A member of his church, who had married a young lady in connection with the Methodist church, during a protracted meeting in the latter church, had, on a communion Sunday, celebrated the Lord’s supper with his wife. At a church meeting of the Baptists, the matter was brought up for the purpose of disciplining the young man for his departure from the faith.

Some of the members were free in their use of harsh language in condemnation of the offense. They thought there was a limit to Christian charity, and that limit had been passed in the present instance, and in other cases that might be mentioned, and their only hope to put an end to such departures was to deal summarily with the offenders. The pastor listened to the discussion for some
time, and perceiving that the zeal of some was not according to knowledge, ventured to quote to them the language of Paul: “Brethren, if a man be overtaken in a fault, ye which are spiritual, restore such an one in the spirit of meekness, considering thyself lest thou also be tempted.” As the offender was absent, he suggested the propriety of appointing a committee of prudent brethren, who should wait on him, and hear what he had to say in extenuation of his offence, and for the committee to report at the next church meeting. Scarcely was the pastor seated when it became evident that a storm was approaching. One, hastily arising, repeated, in a derisive tone, the language of the pastor, “to see what he has to say in extenuation of his offence,” and continued, “if that is to be the object of the committee, we need wait no longer.” The pastor soon learned that the “other instances” in which the bounds of charity had been passed referred to his fellowshiping with other denominations. It was the pastor’s turn now to become excited; at least, he felt it to be his duty to administer a merited rebuke to some of the brethren for their excess of zeal.

This led to recrimination, and it soon became apparent that the great transgressor, in the eyes of some, was the pastor himself. Some of the more zealous were inclined to excuse the offence of the young brother, affirming that he had been led into the commission of the offence by the example of the pastor. Thus, affairs took an unexpected turn. The result of that church meeting was, the pastor soon had to seek a new field of labor.

About a year after the marriage of William and Dora, a new pastor filled the pulpit of the Baptist Church. He was a man of learning, of pulpit ability, ultra in his views, and proselyting in his disposition. He was a frequent visitor at the house of William. It was not long till Dora was frequently seen alone at the Sabbath night service. The new pastor was exerting a decided influence on William; and Dora, though compelled to go to her own church alone, consoled herself with the hope that her husband might be led to make a public confession of his faith in Christ. She did not indulge a hope that he would ever become a Presbyterian, and her first desire was that he might become a Christian, and would greatly prefer that he should be a member of the Baptist Church to his having no connection with any.

In making a short call one evening and finding William absent, the new pastor, as he was about to leave, made some remark about religious differences between husbands and wives, and, in a joking manner, asked her if she could not make a good Presbyterian out of William.
Her reply, in the same tone, was, “What! William the Baptist? No indeed; I would as soon undertake to make a Presbyterian out of you.”

This seemed to please him, and after speaking a few words in commendation of her husband’s intelligence, and the importance of his making a public-profession of his faith, as he gave evidence, he thought, of being a converted man, he took his departure.

On the next Sunday night, William asked his wife if she would like to accompany him to the Baptist Church.

She readily consented to do so. The sermon was on the text, “But Caleb followed the Lord fully.” The discourse was an able one, in which the preacher showed what it is to follow the Lord fully, drawing a beautiful picture of a man or woman devoted, soul and body, to the Lord and his service. At the close, in a very ingenious manner, he drew a picture of Christ descending into the Jordan, and there, by the hands of John, “to fulfill all righteousness,” was buried beneath the wave. He said there were many who desired to follow Christ, and did follow him in what they conceived to be the spirit of his commandments, but who did not think it necessary to follow him “beneath the wave.” They followed him, but not like Caleb, fully. Such persons, he said, should remember the words of the Savior as he was about to enter the watery grave, “Thus it cometh me to FULFILL ALL RIGHTEOUSNESS.”

He assumed that all acknowledged that Jesus “entered the watery grave,” but that some persuaded themselves that it was not essential to follow him there; they thought that some other mode of baptism would answer the purpose; and again reminded them that Caleb was commended because he followed the Lord fully; and Jesus himself was immersed in the Jordan to fulfill all righteousness.

After the benediction was pronounced, there was a rush of the sisters to express their kindly feeling for William and his wife. Her little arms fairly ached from the numerous hand-shakings.

The pastor, with a peasant smile, greeted them, and jokingly said to her, “Remember what I said to you about this husband of yours. Do not despair; make a trial, and you may succeed.”

But to this Dora made no response. The very thought of their opening a discussion of their differences in religious matters filled her with horror. She had
no desire to attempt to make a Presbyterian of her husband, and had just as little
desire that any such attempt should be made to effect a change in her views.

Early in the fall, there was a festival for the purpose of raising money to re-
furnish the Baptist church. William intimated that it would please him if Dora
would render some assistance, which she cheerfully consented to do. As was her
custom in all good works, she entered into it with all her soul, manifesting as
much interest in its success as if it had been for the benefit of her own church.
Some of the Baptist friends misinterpreted her zeal. Her activity at the festival,
and her frequent attendance at the Baptist church with William, afforded an
occasion for the rumor that she would soon join them, with her husband.

Her pastor heard of the rumor, but felt sure that it was without foundation.

One circumstance, however, seemed unaccountable to him, and that was, she had
never manifested any concern about the baptism of her child, now about six
months old. He was unwilling to make any allusion to the matter, as he thought it
probable her husband would be decided in his opposition to her presenting her
child for baptism; but he expected that she would, at least, speak of it, and
express her sorrow that circumstances were such as to render it impossible for
her to discharge that pleasing duty.

Not long after such thoughts had filled her pastor’s mind, Dora presented herself
at the parsonage, manifestly under some excitement. The occasion of her
excitement was soon explained. She had spoken to her husband about the
baptism of her child, and the mere suggestion of the question seemed greatly to
annoy him. He expressed his contempt for that “relic of popery, baby
sprinkling.” The feelings of Dora were wounded as they had never been before
by him.

She was silent – was sorry that she had referred to the matter.

He soon saw that he had, without any reason, spoken harshly, and after some
time of mutual silence he told her he had no objection to her having the child
baptized, as he knew it would gratify her, and could do the child no harm.

But she determined to say nothing more about it. It was not long, however,
before he again referred to it, and urged her to do it if it would gratify her. And
now she wanted advice; what should she do under the circumstances?
Her pastor told her that if she thought her husband was sincere in urging her to present the child, though his motive was only to gratify her, as he expressed it, yet he thought she should do so. As a result of this interview, the mother, on the next Saturday, presented her child, and in the solemn ordinance of baptism, dedicated it to God. It was a solemn service. As the mother took upon herself the vows to bring up the child for Jesus, to whom it was consecrated, she wept, and many, knowing her peculiar circumstances, wept with her; and from many a heart there went up a silent “amen,” as the pastor besought the covenant-keeping God for blessings on the mother and child.

Not long after this, the Baptist minister, in one of his visits, took occasion again to ask her about her success with her husband in “making a good Presbyterian of him.” She told him the subject had never been mentioned by either of them, and could not be without the violation of a solemn pledge they had mutually made to each other before marriage.

He said he sympathized with her, and agreed with her that it was a very delicate subject. But he feared these differences in their religious views resulted in evil to her husband, keeping him out of the church, as he was unwilling to be in connection with one church and his wife in another. This touched a tender chord in Dora, and its vibrations were manifested. She believed her husband to be a Christian, and had long wished that he would unite with the people of his choice, as she had no hope that he could ever be anything but a Baptist.

To this the minister replied that such separation between husband and wife was, on many accounts, a very unpleasant state of things. He had no disposition to proselyte; that, he thought, was a most contemptible work; and rather than William should longer continue out of the church, he would use his influence to have him unite with her.

Dora was pleased with the unselfish interest manifested for her husband’s spiritual welfare. She thanked him, but told him that, however painful it would be for them thus to be separated, yet there was no help for it, and she hoped William would, without delay, make public profession of his faith in Christ, and unite with the Baptist Church.

He then suggested that there could be no harm in talking the matter over with him, to see if they could not make some compromise, and if she would give her consent, he would talk the matter over with her husband, and urge him to go with
her. She again expressed her gratitude for his kindness, and agreed with him that no harm could result from the attempt. It was agreed that he should present the matter to William, and if circumstances were favorable, all should, at an early period, talk the subject over together.

A few days after this, Dora was greatly surprised to hear William introduce the subject as they were seated quietly in their room after supper. He told her that it had been his wish – as he had felt it to be his duty – to be numbered with the people of God, but was greatly troubled by the differences in their religious views, and hitherto he could not mention his trouble because of the pledge they had made; but now, as he supposed, they were both released from that agreement. He expressed a willingness to make almost any sacrifice to have the differences removed, but thought it would require less sacrifice on her part to go with him to the Baptist Church, than for him to go with her.

Dora in this language saw fresh troubles. She saw that the way had been opened for profitless controversy. She did not wish to discuss the question in any such form. She could not be received into the Baptist church without repudiating her baptism, and this she could not and would not do. But she did not desire to argue the matter, and heartily wished she had not given her consent to have the subject mentioned to William. But what could she do? She must make some reply. After a moment’s pause, she told him she thought they had better not discuss the subject, but to do as they had agreed before marriage, “agree to disagree,” and urged him to discharge his duty, and apply at once for admission into the Baptist Church.

William was not prepared for such a response. He wanted to talk the matter over with her; he felt sure that he could convince her that he was right, and that she ought to go with him to the Baptist Church.

As she manifested such a decided aversion to discuss the subject, though disappointed, he dropped it. But he could not dismiss it from his mind. He felt sure that, if he could gain her consent to go over the whole subject of baptism with him, she would see and acknowledge her error, and readily go with him.

His difficulties seemed to increase. He had hoped; now he despaired. After striving for some time to dismiss the subject from his thoughts, and failing, he arose, put on his hat, and leisurely walked out. But no sooner had he reached the pavement than his speed was accelerated, and in a few minutes he found himself
at the house of Rev. Mr. R., the Baptist minister. To him he told his troubles; said his condition was like that of the Israelites in Egypt after they had mentioned their troubles in hope of getting some relief. Afterwards it was worse with them than before. He then told of his interview with his wife, and the result of it; “and now,” said he, “what am I to do P”

Mr. R.– “Do not despair; let patience have her perfect work. Did you tell her that you would, on any conditions, unite with her?”

W.– “No, I did not. I would not except on an impossible condition, and that is that they would immerse me. I know they would not receive me on such a condition.”

Mr. R.– “But I have known Presbyterian ministers who would immerse, rather than fail to secure a desirable member.”

W.– “But Mr. C. will not.”

Mr. R.– “His refusal may have a good effect on Dora. It will enable her to see how unreasonable it is; to see that the compromise must be all on one side. It could not fail, I am sure, to have a good effect her; better than any argument you can advance. Besides, it is an argument to which she will be compelled to listen.”

William was again encouraged. He felt sure that he would be safe in offering to unite with the church of his wife on the condition named; and being refused, he felt sure, as Mr. R. suggested, that it would prove a powerful argument to induce his wife to go with him.

He was soon again seated by her side, with hope stronger than ever that his troubles would soon be over, and that Dora would be with him in the church of his choice.

After some general conversation carried on in a pleasant tone, fixing his eyes on her, and smiling, he said, “Dora, I have some good news for you. As it seems impossible for you to become a Baptist, I have made up my mind to apply for membership in your church.”

Dora was startled. She was not prepared for such an announcement. She knew not what to think, nor how to reply.
At last she said, “I am afraid, my dear husband, you have reached this conclusion without mature deliberation.”

It was his turn to be surprised. He had expected that his announcement would be received with joy, and that she would encourage him to carry out his resolution. But her remark was calculated to cause him to hesitate, to reconsider and to change his purpose. After a little pause, recovering from the astonishment her remark had produced, he said: –

“Wife, I do not understand you, you will have to explain your meaning.”

“I mean,” said she, “that in religion we should be governed entirely by our convictions of duty, and not by a desire to please any mortal, though it be father or mother, husband or wife. Do you not remember the language of Paul, ‘Do I now persuade men or God? or do I seek to please men? For if I yet please men, I should not be the servant of Christ.’ In religion, however painful it may be, yet if necessary, we must forsake father and mother, husband and wife.”

Every word she spoke served to increase his astonishment. After her last utterances, his hope was not as bright as when he had, a short time before, reached his home, and taken his seat by her side.

But she must, he thought, hear my proposal. “I have,” he said, “carefully considered the matter. As I told you, I am ready to make almost any sacrifice that I may be with my wife in the church. As you well know, my decided preference is for the Baptist Church. But I can, with a good conscience, live in the Presbyterian Church. They do not require their members to subscribe to all their doctrines, as I heard your pastor say from his pulpit not long ago.”

Dora.– “But, my dear husband, how about your reception – your baptism?”

W.– “That is the only difficulty; but that is a very small one. As I am willing to go more than half way in the compromise, your pastor would not be so exacting and unreasonable as to refuse to favor me in that small particular. I have known Presbyterian ministers that would immerse.”

Dora saw no solution of their troubles. She felt very sure that her pastor would not favor him in that particular.

From her own brief examination of the subject, she had reached the conclusion
that it is very questionable whether a Presbyterian minister can, with consistency, administer that sacred rite by immersion.

These views she kept to herself, as she wished to avoid discussion; but she told her husband that in all probability he would meet with disappointment, if he expected Mr. C. would immerse him.

But William insisted that they should call on Mr. C., make a plain statement of all their difficulties, and that he would make application for membership, and see what the result would be.

With reluctance Dora consented: she not only felt that it would result in no good, but greatly feared that it might make matters worse; for she felt certain her pastor would refuse to immerse her husband, and such refusal would serve to render him more determined in his opposition to her church.

On the following Monday evening, the proposed visit was made. They found Mr. C. in a happy mood, and, from appearances, it was evident that he had been romping, in what some might regard a rather unclerical manner, with his children. Almost immediately after they were seated, a little three-year-old, with handkerchief in hand, approached him and said, beseechingly, “Now, pa, you be blindfolded adain, and let us hide. I know you tant find me, for ma said she would put me in de tubboard.”

The little ones looked disappointed at their coming, as it seemed to put an end to their evening sport. Mr. C. said Monday was his rest day, and very frequently on Monday night he gave himself up to the children, to be as one of them in all their childish amusements. William and Dora began to think that they were intruding, but were soon made to feel perfectly at ease, as provision was made in an adjoining room for the children to amuse themselves; and judging from their childish laughter, they soon forgot that strangers had broken into their arrangements for their evening sports.

William’s mind was too full of the business for which the visit had been made to allow a long delay in introducing it.

But just how to begin he did not know. On the day preceding, there had been five or six additions to the Presbyterian Church, and William took occasion to say that it seemed there was some interest on the subject of religion in Mr. C.’s congregation.
To this Mr. C. replied, and gave some account of the interest manifested, and expressed a hope that there would be a general awakening. And, greatly to the relief of William, addressing him personally, he said:

“I have been wondering for some time why you do not take in hand the all-important question of your soul’s eternal interest.”

W.– “That subject has occupied my attention for a long time. For some months past especially, it has been the occasion of no little trouble to me.”

PASTOR.– “The matter is very simple. Your condition as a sinner is very plain, and your only hope is to accept of the Lord Jesus as your Savior.”

W.– “I hope I have done so. My only hope is in his righteousness; and this is my only plea.”

P.– “Then you are a Christian; for we are ‘all the children of God by faith in Christ Jesus,’ and pleading the righteousness of Jesus is the faith that secures our acceptance.”

W.– “My present cause of trouble is in reference to my making a public profession of my faith in Jesus.”

P.– “Do you not feel that it is your duty to take this step, and without delay?”

W.– “Yes, sir; I have put it off till I feel it can be postponed no longer. But what to do I know not.”

P.– “Why delay?”

W.– “I am in trouble on the question of baptism. My views on this subject are very decided. I feel that it is my duty to follow the Savior fully, and be immersed.”

P.– “And what is to hinder you? I do not see how that can prove a hindrance.”

By this time William had become sincerely desirous of uniting with the Presbyterian Church, in order to be with his wife, if he could do it without sacrificing his convictions of duty in reference to baptism.
The last statement of the pastor was interpreted by him to indicate that his request for admission by immersion would be granted, and he felt encouraged. There was a momentary pause, after which Mr. C. continued:

“I have sometimes regarded it as providential that there are different churches, as people have such different views. You will find the Baptist Church just suited to your views. And if you will permit me to give you advice, it is that you will, at the earliest opportunity, apply there for membership.”

W.– “But my wife is a member of your church, and I can not bear the thought of being thus separated from her.”

P.– “It is, indeed, an undesirable state of things, but it is not as bad as something worse.”

W.– “What could be worse?”

P.– “For your wife to be immersed against her convictions of duty; or for you to have water applied to you while believing that immersion only is baptism.”

Just then the pastor’s wife suggested the propriety of letting William read a small volume on the subject of baptism, and “perhaps,” said she, “he may be relieved from his troubles.”

But the pastor said, “No, I would not advise such a course. If he has immersion in his head as firmly as I suppose it is, my advice is, as before, go at once and seek admission into the Baptist Church. Or if your views on baptism are not entirely satisfactory; if you wish to re-examine the whole subject, take the Bible as your only book.

“Examine the subject in the light of God’s word alone, asking for the guidance of His Spirit, and after such examination, act in accordance with the conclusion reached.”

William listened attentively, and after a short pause, said: “I do not feel inclined to examine the subject, as my views are settled, fixed. I got them from the Word of God, and no ingenuity of man can, by any species of argument, induce me to change them.”

P.– “Then your duty is plain; you are shut up to the one course.”
W.– “But would you have me thus separated from my wife?”

P.– “My reply is as before. Such separation is unpleasant. But it is not as bad as something worse.”

W.– “But why can we not be together?”

P.– “How can you?”

W.– “Very easily, if you will immerse me.”

P.– “That I cannot do, without doing as great violence to my conscience as you would to yours in being baptized by our mode.”

W.– “Then there is no help for me?”

P.– “Yes; there is one way by which your wishes can be gratified.”

W.– “And what is that?”

P.– “Unite regularly with the Baptist Church; then get a certificate of membership, and apply for admission into our church.”

William was thoroughly aroused on the subject of uniting with the church and being in the same church with his wife. He saw that no way was practicable, except that suggested by Mr. C., and he resolved that by this method his wishes should be gratified.

On their way home, William expressed himself as satisfied with the result of their visit, and declared his determination to unite at once with the Baptist Church, get a certificate of membership, as Mr. C. had suggested, and with that apply for membership in the Presbyterian Church.

The question that had so troubled them seemed at last solved, and the solution seemed the very best possible under the circumstances.

The next evening he visited the house of Rev. Mr. R. William felt relieved of a great burden, and the state of his mind was clearly depicted on his countenance, which had a most cheerful aspect.
Mr. R., interpreting this as favorable omen, received him with the same manifestation of cheerfulness.

W.– “I think, my dear sir, that the question which has so troubled us has, at last, found a solution.”

Mr. R.– “Did Mr. C. agree to immerse you?”

W.– “No, sir; he most emphatically refused, and advised me, as my views on the subject of baptism are so fixed, to unite with the Baptist Church.”

R.– “Better advice than I expected him to give. I am surprised that he did not offer you half a dozen volumes on Baptism to read, to try and convince you that Romish sprinkling is baptism.”

W.– “No; his wife suggested something of the kind, but he opposed it, and said, if I was not satisfied with my views –”

R.– “To let him talk to you about it?”

W.– “No; but to go to the Bible, and to that alone.”

R.– “I am as much surprised at that as at his advising you to unite with our church. He knows well enough there is no baptism in the Bible but immersion. Strange advice indeed. But Dora saw the unreasonableness of his refusing to immerse you, as I told you she would?”

W.– “No; nothing was said about that. He gave a very good reason for refusing.”

R.– “And has Dora consented to unite with you?”

W.– “No, sir; I have said nothing more to her on the subject.”

R.– “And yet your troubles have found a solution? I do not believe that I understand you.”

W.– “It is this way. I will unite with your church, and you can give me a simple certificate of membership; this I will take to the Presbyterian Church, and be admitted on it.”
R.– “Well, I must say, this is a solution! How came such a thought into your head?”

W.– “Mr. C. suggested it.”

R.– “And well he might. But I am surprised that a man of your intelligence could not see the gross inconsistency of the man, in one breath refusing emphatically to immerse you, and, in the next, agreeing to take your immersion as valid baptism when administered by me. That is outjesuiting the Jesuits. Do you not see how grossly inconsistent it is?”

W.– “I confess I did not; but since you mention it, it does strike me as somewhat remarkable. I am sorry I did not ask him for an explanation. But if he is willing thus to receive me, the responsibility is on himself. I will go on those terms.”

R.– “But, my dear sir, I hope you will excuse me from taking any part in anything so filled with trickery as that.”

W.– “Will you not immerse me for that purpose?”

R.– “Emphatically, NO. But let me tell you: you have the advantage of him; and if you will take my advice, you will follow it up. Seek an interview with him, as if you would hear his views on the subject of baptism, and take pains to fasten on him the inconsistency of which he is guilty. Take Dora with you, and let her witness his confusion, and mark my word, it will be well yet.”

William was soon on his way home, thinking – “How vain are all things here below, How false, and yet how fair!”

His depression was equaled only by his previous exaltation. On his reaching home, Dora at once noticed his gloomy appearance. She wondered what the cause could be, but feared to ask. He sat for some time silent, and was evidently meditating. At last he broke the silence by saying: “Well, wife, the problem I thought solved is no nearer a solution than at first.”

Dora.–” My dear, what new turn have affairs taken? Has Mr. R. convinced you that you should not unite with our church?”

W.– “No; he did not attempt it.”
D.– “Did he urge you to endeavor to persuade me to join his church?”

W.– “No; he said nothing about that.”

D.– “What, then, is the trouble?”

W.– “He positively refuses to immerse me that I may unite with the Presbyterian Church, and I am inclined to think he is right. Do you not see how very inconsistent it is in Mr. C. to refuse to immerse me, and yet offer to take me on my immersion, if I first join the Baptist Church? I am astonished that I did not think of it when he suggested it.”

D.– “My dear, it is customary for Presbyterians to receive, without re-baptism, those who apply for membership from the Baptist Church.”

W.– “But think of the inconsistency of it. I will make Mr. C. feel and acknowledge its inconsistency. He will be careful hereafter never to give another such advice as he gave me.”

D.– “My dear, let us drop the subject, and say nothing more about it. It has given us nothing but trouble ever since it was first mentioned. This is what I feared, and often have I been sorry that I ever gave my consent to Mr. R. to speak to you about it. Let me beg you to dismiss it from your mind; say nothing more to Mr. C., but go quietly and unite with the Baptist Church, and God will bless us both in the conscientious discharge of duty.”

W.– “I confess your advice is most excellent. I now see there is no possible hope of our being together in the same church. I will take your advice in all particulars, save one. I must show Mr. C. the inconsistency of his proposal. Religion should be freed from all appearance of trickery, and I feel it to be my duty, not only to let him know that I see his inconsistency, but I intend to make him acknowledge it. I will try and get him to go over the whole question of baptism, especially in the manner he advised me to consider it,—from the Bible alone. I do not think he has given much attention to the subject, and I may accomplish a good work by convincing him that I have a reason for insisting on immersion.”

In a few days William met Mr. C., on the street, and told him he had changed his mind on the question of uniting with the Baptist Church in order to get a certificate to unite with the Presbyterian Church. “And with your permission,”
he continued, “I would like very much to have a conversation with you on the whole question of baptism. I would come to your house on any evening you could find is convenient to go over the subject with me.”

Mr. C. manifested no surprise at his change of purpose, nor did he make any inquiry as to the cause of the change.

He expressed his willingness to have a free conversation on the subject, as suggested by William, but thought one evening would not be sufficient.

He invited William to the parsonage on the Monday evening following.
3. Scripture Does not Demand Immersion

FIRST EVENING

On Monday evening, after an early supper, William and Dora hastened to the parsonage. Dora preferred to remain at home, but at her husband’s earnest solicitation she accompanied him.

They found Mr. C. in readiness to receive them. After mutual greetings, William, impatient for the discussion, said:

“I have come, according to promise, to have that conversation on the subject of baptism. And I tell you candidly, I am so thoroughly convinced that immersion is the only true mode of baptism, that I do not believe it possible for you to convince me that your mode will at all meet the requirements of the Savior’s command. But as I am so anxious to unite with your church, that I may be with my wife, and as you so positively refuse to immerse me, I thought I would beg an interview, to see if you have anything new to advance on this oft-disputed question. But first, let me ask you why you refuse to immerse me.”

PASTOR.– “I am glad you have come. A free conversation on the subject can result in no harm, though, as you think probable, I fail to convince you that we have any warrant from the Word of God for our mode of administering the rite of baptism. I am glad of the opportunity of answering the question you put so pointedly, especially as some are inclined to think we are not as consistent as we might be in some of our practices concerning baptism. I am glad you assumed that, as I refused to immerse you, I have a reason for such refusal. I have a reason, and I am very happy to give it. It is because I do not believe that immersion is the scriptural mode of baptism.”

W.– “I certainly do not understand you. I thought you held to the view that immersion is not essential, but that it is a scriptural mode.”

P.– “If this were my view, I would, most cheerfully, comply with your request. I refused because, as I said, I do not believe that immersion is a scriptural mode of
administering baptism. It fails in essential points to meet the requirements of baptism, as instituted and appointed by Christ.”

W.– “Well, this is certainly something new. On last Sabbath I heard Mr. R. give, as, to my mind, a strong argument in favor of immersion, that all denominations regard it as valid. But how will you reconcile such a theory with your practice? You offered to receive me on immersion, and suggested to me that I should get Mr. R. to immerse me, and then come to you with a certificate of membership, on which you would receive me.”

P.– “Yes, sir, it is our custom to receive any one from an evangelical church applying for membership, on his immersion, if he is entirely satisfied with that as baptism.”

W.– “Well I confess this seems to me irreconcilable. Valid, yet not scriptural; not scriptural, yet valid. If you can succeed in reconciling these contradictories to my satisfaction, I will think it possible you may force me to modify my views on the question of mode.”

W.– “I mean that which may be received as meeting the requirements of the gospel and the commands of Christ.”

P.– “Very good. But perhaps we can understand each other better by considering validity as it relates to some other things. Allow me to inquire what you regard as the scriptural mode of administering and celebrating the Lord’s supper?”

W.– “I believe the mode practiced in your church is according to Christ’s appointment.”

P.– “Then it is scriptural?”

W.– “Yes, sir, I believe it is.”

P.– “As instituted by Christ and celebrated by the apostles, is it probable that they kneeled in partaking of the elements?”

W.– “No, sir. It is certain they did not; and I confess I always regarded that mode of celebrating the ordinance as of questionable propriety, and as having no warrant from the Word of God.”
P.– “As unscriptural?”

W.– “Yes, sir, as unscriptural.”

P.– “And did it strike you that this destroyed its character as the Lord’s supper, and should not be regarded as such by those who agree with you?”

W.– “Well, no; not exactly that; but it is a departure from the simplicity of the ordinance as instituted by Christ, and has no warrant in the Scriptures.”

P.– “I think I understand you. Though it be unscriptural, yet it may be valid.”

W.– “I confess it is so in this case. But in giving and receiving the bread and wine, they retain the essentials of the supper.”

P.– “Very true; and so do immersionists, in using water in baptism, retain the essential element, but are without any scriptural warrant in their mode of using it. But this does not necessarily render their baptism invalid. But though I may regard it as valid, yet it would be wicked in me to do deliberately what I regard as unscriptural.”

W.– “I confess your argument seems conclusive; but can you give another illustration as much to the point?”

P.– “Any number you desire, limited only by the number of externals in religious service. In externals God looks upon the heart, and considers the spirit in which the service is rendered. Let me ask what you regard as the scriptural Sabbath?”

W.– “Sunday, by universal consent.”

P.– “Would it be proper or scriptural for you or the church to change it to any other day without a Divine warrant?”

W.– “On no account would it be admissible.”

P.– “The case is a possible one, and let us suppose it, that a pious man or family should lose the day of the week. He is a farmer in a thinly-settled region. The Sabbath comes, and they all engage in their usual work. According to their count, Monday is the Sabbath, and as such it is religiously observed. It is conceivable that such a state of things might continue for many weeks. In his
ignorance he has actually changed the divinely appointed day of rest. It is, as all will admit, unscriptural to substitute Monday for the day appointed by Christ; yet will not his observance of Monday, under the circumstances, meet all the requirements of the gospel?”

W.– “It is very plain. You have reconciled what I deemed irreconcilable. I can now better understand the language of the Savior when He said: ‘God is a Spirit, and they that worship him must worship Him in spirit and in truth.’ I can see that in things purely external God will have regard to the intention and the spirit in which the duty is attended to.”

P.– “Another case, very analogous to our reception, from evangelical churches, of those who have been immersed, is where irregularities have occurred in the ordination of church officers. We believe that elders should be ordained ‘by the laying-on of hands.’ To set them apart to their work without this formality would be unscriptural. But suppose that, through inadvertence (the thing has occurred), the imposition of hands should be neglected, and the elder, as thus ordained, should enter upon his official duties. If, some time afterwards, attention should be called to the omission – the irregularity – should the ordination be declared invalid, and all his official acts null and void?”

W.– “By no means. The case is analogous. I see how you are justified in receiving those who have been immersed, and yet refusing to administer the rite by immersion, just as you would, very properly, receive as valid an ordination unscriptural in form, as you have indicated, yet it would be wicked in you knowingly to assist in an ordination of the same kind.”

P.– “Thus you see how I may receive one who has been immersed, yet it would be wicked in me to immerse him.”

W.– “I see it. But I cannot express my astonishment to learn that you regard immersion as an unscriptural mode of baptism. You will find but few who will agree with you in that extreme view.”

P.– “Immersionists are zealous in their labors to make such an impression, but it is very erroneous. The ministers of our Church, as a body, agree with me. A few, regarding it as a mere external, look upon it with such supreme indifference that they can scarcely be said to have an opinion on it; and such may sometimes make concessions which our opposers are very quick to catch up and use to their
own advantage. I have known a few who would push this question of indifference to such an extreme that, while unhesitatingly declaring immersion unscriptural as a mode of baptism, would yet, on request, administer the rite in that way. The Presbytery of Lafayette, in answer to a memorial, declared by a unanimous vote that ‘it is inexpedient and improper for a Presbyterian minister to administer the rite of baptism by immersion.’”

W.– “Such facts are new to me. But are you not mistaken as to the number of those who make such concessions? I have heard many sermons on the subject by immersionists, and by their quotations and statements they succeeded in making the impression on me that all Paedo-baptists agree in concessions that would seem to render the further discussion of the question unnecessary.”

P.– “Such concessions form the burden of their books and sermons on the subject. Some years ago I put myself to some trouble to hear a Baptist minister, who proposed to discuss the subject purely from a Bible standpoint. I was anxious to know what a man could say in favor of immersion, in three sermons an hour each, who would confine himself to the Bible, and let Greek lexicons and Paedo-baptist concessions alone.

“A worthy Baptist minister introduced the services by an earnest prayer, the burden of which was praise to God for His word, for the clearness of its revelations, and its sufficiency in all things. I was delighted with the prayer; I regarded it as a prelude to a Bible discussion, and thought that a desire, long entertained, to hear such a discussion, was about to be gratified.

“A gospel song was sung, and the minister, with only the open Bible before him, began his task. For about fifteen minutes I was charmed with an eloquent eulogy on the Bible. It was in the spirit of the prayer that preceded it. The massive Book, with its pages opened, was held up to our gaze; and ‘here,’ said the speaker, ’not in Creeds and Confessions of Faith, but here, in the Word of God, are we to look to find the mind of the Lord. To THE LAW and the TESTIMONY – if they speak not according to this word, IT IS BECAUSE THERE IS NO LIGHT IN THEM.

“What more could I desire? A Bible discussion of baptism! What I had so longed to hear.

“As the sound of the speaker’s voice (in giving the quotation) was dying away,
in a most reverent manner he gently closed the sacred volume, and with as much reverence as the case would admit of, he slowly pushed the source of light to his extreme left, taking one step to enable him to get it sufficiently far. The movement was inexplicable. But, in less time than it requires to tell you, the speaker was almost hidden behind books, large and small, which he piled before him and on his right and left.

“And now the Bible discussion!! For two hours we were treated to a learned dissertation – by one who knew nothing of the Greek language – on the meaning of ‘baptidzo.’ Greek lexicons and Paedo-baptist commentators and writers were the sole witnesses. The Bible was wholly ignored. It was not mentioned once. No text was quoted from it!!

“If it had been but a human production, I could but pity it on account of such treatment. Sacred volume, lifted so high to fall so low!

“My disappointment was great, but I went to hear the second and third discourses, ‘et ab uno, discere omnes.’ The discussion of the subject, in all, occupied more than five hours, and only at the close, and then only for about fifteen minutes, did the Bible receive any notice, and then all that was done was to quote a few favorite passages, taking it for granted that they were conclusive in favor of immersion, but making no attempt at proof.”

W.– “In all the books I have read on the subject, and in all the discussions to which I have listened, I have noticed that such was their method, and I think it proper. It served to establish me in my views. With such concessions, and the plain teachings of the Bible, I have come to regard the question as removed from debatable ground, and I cannot express to you my astonishment that you would intimate that a Paedo-baptist would undertake to uphold his views from the Bible alone! Am I correct in drawing the inference that any one would undertake such a task?”

P.– “Do you think any other method legitimate and satisfactory?”

W.– “I certainly think such a method best; but I see no objection to other aids, especially to the ad hominem arguments to which you have referred.”

P.– “I think you have very properly characterized those arguments as ad hominem. But let me ask you if such arguments, based on the concessions of some, prove anything, or establish any truth?”
W.—“Well, no. But they silence the opponents who make them.”

P.—“Very true; but should not such discussions have, for their chief end, the establishment of the truth, and not the silencing of an opponent that may have been long dead?”

W.—“It is even so; but such arguments are equally valid against those who receive their writings.”

P.—“But our reception of their writings in general does not imply that we accept of their concessions. Of what use, then, to thrust such concessions at us? They may please those already convinced, and make an impression on the unthinking, but are utterly valueless as a means of bringing to light the truth.”

W.—“There is force in what you say; but I suppose they regard the teachings of the Bible on the subject so plain as not to claim, at any length, their attention, and all these arguments are so much extra.”

P.—“Now I will answer a question you propounded some time ago, that is, whether you were to infer, from what I said, that any one, holding to my views on this subject, would undertake its discussion solely from the Bible standpoint?”

W.—“Yes, sir, if you please. I am curious to hear your answer to that question.”

P.—“My answer is an emphatic YES. In the language already quoted, ‘To the law and the testimony; if they speak not according to this word, it is because there is no light in them.’”

W.—“My feelings are as you described your own, when you put yourself to the trouble of going to hear a Bible discussion on this subject. It will, I assure you, be a treat to me to hear one, confining himself to the Bible alone, attempt to meet and oppose the arguments in favor of immersion, and to give a ‘Thus saith the Lord,’ in favor of sprinkling.”

P.—“And I can assure you it will afford me much pleasure to gratify you. But I think it is better to postpone the farther consideration of the subject till it is convenient for you to call again.”

W.—“I hope you will permit me to call at an early period, for I can convey to you
no idea of the extent to which my curiosity has been excited by what you have said, or rather by what you propose to say. Allow me the privilege of giving expression to my curiosity, and do not regard me as intending anything discourteous; but really, sir, it strikes me as so queer: – the river Jordan to be dried up, the whole theory of immersion to be overturned, and sprinkling to be established, and by the Bible only!”

P.– “No offence, I assure you, by such expressions of your emotions. Allow me, however, to correct one false impression. I do not propose to dry up the Jordan, but instead of a work so miraculous, I will show you how God’s people can be baptized on dry land, as the Israelites were in crossing the Red Sea. If it suits your convenience, you can return on Thursday evening. I shall await your return with interest, and hope to gratify your curiosity till it is satisfied.”
4. Meaning of the Words

SECOND EVENING

W.– “EXCUSE me for making my appearance so early, but my curiosity has not abated. I saw Mr. R., and told him of my interview with you. He made a suggestion to me, which I had thought of before, and of which I had before spoken to my wife. I ask you for your opinion, and hope, in giving it, you will lay aside all prejudice, remembering that the religious interests of myself and wife are involved in it; remember that it is a matter that should rise above denominational preferences. I will say nothing more to my wife about it unless you agree with me that it is proper. It is this, that it would require less sacrifice on the part of my wife to go with me to the Baptist church, than for me to become a Presbyterian, especially as you refuse to immerse me.”

P.– “I am glad you came so early, and equally glad that your interest is not abated. The suggestion of Mr. R. affords an opportunity of showing how inexcusably blind some people choose to be. I thank you for your confidence in my ability to express an opinion in the light of those interests which are immeasurably above denominational preferences. I will answer you as I believe my Master would have me answer. You believe your wife to be an honest, intelligent Christian woman?”

W.– “Without a superior in all these respects.”

P.– “As an intelligent member of the Presbyterian Church, she believes that she has been baptized according to the command of Christ. Let me put a case in many respects analogous, that will serve as an illustration. Some twelve years ago Mr. L., a nominal Catholic, was united in marriage to Miss D., a member of the Presbyterian Church. The ceremony was performed by a Presbyterian minister. Matters went on smoothly for some three or four years, till Mr. L. became a very zealous Catholic. After he came entirely under the control of the priest, the latter told him that he was not lawfully married, and that he was committing a great sin to continue in that state. The poor man was in great trouble. The priest insisted that he should be married according to the laws of the church. The wife was informed of the trouble, and asked to assent to the arrangement. Her answer was prompt and emphatic. It was, ‘NO, NEVER!’ She
saw that it would, in a most aggravating manner, cast contempt on the claims of her own church. It would be acknowledging that it was an apostate church, and its ministers impostors, without any authority to solemnize a marriage. It would be a confession that she had, for these years, been living in adultery. What think you of her conclusions and her answer?”

W.– “She was a noble, honest, Christian woman.”

P.– “And what would be the confession of your wife, should she heed the suggestion of Mr. R., and apply to the Baptist Church for admission, and by him be immersed? It would be a confession of one or the other of these things: 1st, That her church is no church, and its ministers without any authority to administer the sacraments, and thus pour contempt on those she was leaving; or 2nd, If she held no such views as these, she would, by her act, pour contempt on the sacrament of baptism, regarding it as a thing so common, of so little worth, that it could be prostituted to the low work of ministering to the whims of a man she loved.”

W.– “I see how I was blinded. I see how grievous would be my wife’s offence to take that step I so desire her to take. I would not give my consent for her to make the change, unless her views on the subject of baptism should undergo a radical change.”

P.– “I am rejoiced to hear you so express yourself. Before proceeding to the task before us, let us have a clear understanding of the work to be done. Allow me to ask what you understand by baptism, or immersion?”

W.– “It is very simple. It is putting the person down into the water, and taking him up out of the water, all in the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost.”

P.– “Very good. Another question. Would it meet the requirement if a quantity of water sufficient to cover the person should be poured upon him?”

W.– “Not at all. The action would be wanting. There would be no immersion; no putting down into, and taking up out of.”

P.– “Of course your answer is correct. The whole difference between us and immersionists is not in the element to be employed; in this we agree; nor in the quantity to be employed, but in the action or in the use or application of the
element. With immersionists it is, the individual must be put into the element; with us it is, the element must be applied to the individual. The difference is radical. Both cannot be right, because they are logical contraries. Now, I suppose, we can enter upon the consideration of the question?

W.– “Yes, sir; with the distinct understanding that the Bible only is to be brought forward as a witness. No Greek, no commentaries, no doubtful historical tomes. But I suppose this is your understanding, as I see you are provided with a single volume, and that, I presume, is the Bible.”

P.– “Pardon me, sir, but I fear you have misinterpreted my statement. I said nothing about the Greek. I proposed to confine myself exclusively to the Bible. A portion of the Scriptures was written in the Greek language, and the whole Bible was in that language when the Savior was on earth, and received His sanction. The meaning of the word employed to designate the rite is to be determined by its use in the Bible, and that cannot be done without some reference to the original text.”

W.– “My meaning was that you would not bother me with learned citations from classic Greek authors, and long disquisitions on Greek prepositions.”

P.– “And that was my meaning also. The only proper way to ascertain the meaning of a word of frequent occurrence in any volume is to note carefully how it is used in the several places where it occurs.”

W.– “I do not believe I understand you. It seems to me that the best way to ascertain the meaning of a word in any language is to appeal to the dictionaries of acknowledged authority in that language. Or, if a derivative, to take advantage of this to get at its meaning.”

P.– “By the latter method we might be led into error. Our word ‘prevent’ will serve as an illustration. It is derived from the Latin preposition ‘prae,’ meaning ‘before,’ and ‘venire,’ ‘to come.’ The word then should mean ‘to come before.’ But in this sense it has long been obsolete. Words undergo very material changes in their meaning. The word ‘telegraph’ may be cited as an example of such changes. Its meaning now is distinctly understood by all. To use it as it was understood forty years ago, very few would understand it. Then it meant to communicate at considerable distances by beacons. As to dictionaries, allow me to ask you how their compilers obtain their information? Take any standard
dictionary of our own language; examine and see by what means the definitions are obtained. Here is Webster’s Unabridged; examine any important word.”

W.– “I see an illustration of your meaning in the definition given to the word ‘presence.’ Definitions are given, and following each are quotations from Milton, Shakespeare, Bacon, Dryden, and Collier. I see the same in many other definitions. I had often noticed such quotations, but their peculiar use had never struck me.”

P.– “If you would take the trouble to examine a dictionary of any dead language, you would find a still greater use of this method. The lexicographer assigns a particular meaning to a word. In proof that such is its meaning, he quotes from some standard author a passage in which the word occurs. That the author so employed the word, is to be ascertained from the context and circumstantial evidence.”

W.– “That certainly is a legitimate conclusion; confine yourself to that, and prove that the disputed word does not mean immerse, and I am satisfied.”

P.– “In such an investigation, of course, we need examine only those passages where the context, or attending circumstances will throw some light on the meaning of the word as used by the writer. Thus, in the commission, ‘Go ye therefore and teach all nations, BAPTIZING them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost,’ though the word occurs, yet the context affords no clue to its meaning. Again, there are many passages where the word occurs from which no conclusion can be drawn without involving a long and tedious discussion as to the signification of certain Greek prepositions. A few examples will suffice, ‘John verily baptized WITH water.’ The meaning of the word, as here used, depends on the signification of the preposition translated ‘with.’ The inference from the English would be that the water was applied to them. Again, ‘Jesus was baptized of John in Jordan.’ The simple fact here stated determines nothing as to the meaning of the word. They may have gone into the water, and then performed the rite either by dipping or sprinkling. Such passages must be examined under another head.”

W.– “Do not the circumstances attending the baptism of Jesus – a part of which you quoted – and the passage giving an account of the baptism of the Eunuch, all point to immersion?”
P.– “After we have considered the meaning of the word, we propose to examine
the most important cases of its administration, reaching a conclusion as to the
mode from the attending circumstances. Our present object is to look for
passages where the use of the word clearly indicates its meaning. Will you turn
to Daniel, iv. 25?”

W.– “It says that Nebuchadnezzar shall be wet with the dew of heaven.”

P.– “The word translated wet is similar to the word used to designate the rite of
baptism. Here, as the context will show you, Nebuchadnezzar was in the field,
eating grass as a beast, making the open field his abiding – his lodging place, as
did the cattle. Yet here he was to be baptized; and the method is given; it should
be by the dew of heaven.

“Another passage is Mark, vii. 4: ‘And when they come from the market, except
they baptize, they eat not. And many other things there be which they have
received to hold, as the baptism of cups and pots, and brazen vessels and tables.’
Here the very word used to designate the rite of baptism is employed – 1st, In
reference to the Jews themselves; 2nd, In reference to articles of house-hold
furniture, tables or couches. In the first case it is declared, every time they came
from the market they baptized. It is conceivable that they might have immersed
themselves, but it requires an effort of the imagination to regard it as probable.
Manifestly, what they desired to accomplish was to purify, cleanse themselves.
This we know they were in the habit of doing.”

W.– “You acknowledge that it is conceivable that they may have immersed
themselves. Then I do not see how the word, as it occurs, can serve your
purpose.”

P.– “If you will turn to John ii. 6, you will find an account of the provision they
made for these purifications. We have here a detailed account of Christ’s
miracle, turning water into wine, at the marriage in Cana. In the 6th verse we
read, ‘and there were set there six water-pots of stone, after the manner of the
purifying of the Jews, containing two or three firkins apiece.’ According to
some, these water-pots held about ten gallons each. The very highest is twenty-seven
gallons each. According to the first, Christ made about one hogshead of
wine; according to the largest estimate, he made nearly three hogsheads. If we
take the largest estimate, i.e., twenty-seven gallons each, such a vessel could not
by any means have met the requirements for immersion.”
W.– “I will take a note of this. I confess the comparison of these passages presents a point to which my attention has never before been called.”

P.– “The case of the ‘tables’ or ‘couches’ is very conclusive; for it would require a power of imagination possessed by a few to conceive that they were immersed. Two facts render it certain that they were not immersed: 1st, Their size. It matters not whether we understand the word to refer to tables on which food was placed, or to couches on which they reclined when eating. In either case they were so cumbersome as to render it morally certain that housewives were not in the habit of immersing them. 2nd, No sensible reason can be assigned why they would want to immerse them. Simple immersion is not a method of cleansing anything. True, housewives do sometimes immerse ‘cups’ and ‘pots’ in the process of cleansing; but such immersion is a mere accidental circumstance; the method commonly employed is the free application of water and rubbing them, or by partial dipping; but in cleansing chairs, or benches, or tables, who ever heard of immersing them?”

W.– “I freely admit that in the case of Nebuchadnezzar, and in the example quoted from Mark’s Gospel, there was no immersion proper. I do not suppose any one would for a moment contend there was. But I certainly lose nothing by such a concession, for I know your good sense and honesty will compel you to make a concession that will fully counterbalance mine.”

P.– “I thank you for your expressions of confidence in me.”

W.– “Admitting that these were not cases of literal, real immersion; yet was not Nebuchadnezzar, so to speak, enveloped in or with the moisture? And were not the tables or couches, being washed all over, in a like manner enveloped? And might not this, in a figurative sense, be denominated a baptism or immersion? The end was attained, at least figuratively, that is, their envelopment.”

P.– “I will readily make the concession you desire, on one condition, that is, that we regard this as one point fixed, agreed upon, and to which we may both refer as established.”

W.– “The condition is a fair one, and I accept it.”

P.– “Allow me to call your attention to one of your definitions. I urged you to define immersion, as without such definition all discussion would be useless.”
W.—“I intended my definition to apply to the administration of the rite, or to real immersion.”

P.—“And our object now is to find out the meaning of the word used to designate the rite. It would seem, then, that the word is used in the Bible to designate an action very different from putting down in and taking up out of.”

W.—“You make a point that I will have to think about. I am not now prepared to express an opinion.”

P.—“Well, think about it, and let me make another point, which you may perhaps associate with it for company. Allow me to apply to you the expressions of honesty and good sense by which you honored me. If the dew of heaven could baptize Nebuchadnezzar, and the application of water to tables could baptize them, as you say, figuratively, then you will acknowledge that should I take a hyssop branch, or my hand, and sprinkle a bountiful supply of water over an individual, so that he would, so to speak, be enveloped thereby, this would also be figurative immersion or baptism.”

W.—“This, verily, looks like a fit companion to the other point. Perhaps I was hasty in that agreement.”

P.—“You are at liberty to regard it as null and void.”

W.—“But I do not see that I would gain anything thereby.”

P.—“Why not?”

W.—“Because I would then be driven to the necessity of acknowledging that real baptism, according to the Bible use of the word, could be performed when there is no immersion, but only the application of water to the person or thing to be baptized.”

P.—“I am glad you see the point so clearly, and thank you for saving me the trouble of pressing it. I could not have made it better.”

W.—“I confess, sir, that I am greatly perplexed. From my early boyhood I have taken a deep interest in this question: I have discussed it, heard it discussed, read about it, and my mind was so fixed that I did not think it possible that anything that could be advanced could cause any hesitation or wavering on my
part. I scarcely know why I sought these interviews with you. It was not certainly from any thought that you could convince me that my views are erroneous. I rather secretly indulged the hope that I could convince you of error, and at least induce you to immerse me. But why is it that I have never seen these points presented as they have been by you?"

P.– “I suppose it is because your reading has all been on one side of the question, or because you would not attend to anything on the opposite side.”

W.– “Do not understand me as acknowledging for one moment that my views on this subject are erroneous. Whatever may be true of the occasional use of the word in a figurative sense, yet the cases of immersion recorded in the New Testament, and the fact that it is called a burial, are sufficient to settle the question with me.”

P.– “Those cases of its administration are yet to be considered; also the passages which you claim as a warrant for believing it to symbolize a burial. But let us consider one thing at a time. We are now considering the use of the word in passages that clearly indicate its signification.”

W.– “I am satisfied it is sometimes used in a figurative sense, as you have shown, and other examples will not make that more apparent; and besides, I am impatient to hear what you have to say of baptism as a burial.”

P.– “We will examine that to your satisfaction in its proper place and time. As to the use of the word, it is true one clear example is as conclusive as a score. But I want you to see that we are not confined to a single obscure passage to ascertain the Bible use of the word. In Matt. xx. 22, Jesus, in answer to the request of two of his disciples, to sit the one on his right hand and the other on his left in his kingdom, asked, ‘Are ye able to drink of the cup that I drink of, and to be baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with? And when they said they were able, he said, ’Ye shall be baptized with the baptism that I am baptized with.’”

W.– “Another figurative use of the word.”

P.– “Very true. But it shows how the sacred writers were accustomed to use the word. To what, think you, did the Savior refer by this baptism?”

W.– “Manifestly to his sufferings.”
P.– “And is there an immersion here?”

W.– “I think you are unfortunate in the selection of this passage for your purpose, for I have often heard of the expression ‘immersed in business, immersed in trouble.’ I think it a very proper use of the term as referring to the troubles about to come upon him. Jesus was, so to speak, overwhelmed with trouble.”

P.– “I think I understand you. You mean that trouble did not come on him in drops, but in a shower, or rather in a torrent.”

W.– “That last word expresses the idea.”

P.– “Then we are more nearly agreed in our views than we seemed to be at first. We do not differ as to the mode of baptism, but simply as to the quantity of the element that is to be employed.”

W.– “I see you will give me no rest about my definition of immersion.”

P.– “At the outset we were agreed as to the element, and I wanted to know just wherein we differed; whether it was in reference to the quantity to be applied, or in the action. Will you now amend your answer?”

W.– “I would prefer to go to the consideration of the significance of the rite, and hear what you have to say about baptism as a burial.”

P.– “As you seem so anxious for the consideration of that subject, I will now forewarn you that I will not leave a four-penny nail to hold your scaffolding together when we come to consider the significance of the rite. I will not insist on an answer to my question, because I know you can give no definition of baptism by which you can stand.

“It has always been the practice of immersionists, in their interpretations of those passages where the word occurs, to swing backwards and forwards from action to quantity, and from quantity to action, just as it suited them. In the passages to which I have called your attention, they very clearly see immersion – that is, envelopment; that is, an extra quantity descending upon, but no action. If they would stick to this, we might make some compromise, and agree to the use of a greater quantity of the element, enough to represent an envelopment. But no sooner do we make a suggestion of such compromise than they tell us it is not
quantity, but action; there must be a putting down into, and a taking up out of – a burial. Allow me to trouble you with another passage, found in Luke xi. 38. Will you please read it?”

W.– “And when the Pharisee saw it, he marveled that He had not first washed (baptized) before dinner.”

P.– “The word here used is the very same applied to the rite of baptism. I will not trouble you to compare it with Mark vii. 2, 3, although a strong argument might easily be drawn from such comparison. In all candor ask yourself what could have been meant by the statement you have just read.”

W.– “Candor compels me to admit that it could not have been used to indicate immersion. There could have been no use in it, and I imagine that it would have been practically impossible.”

P.– “You take a common-sense view of it. We keep up the same practice in reference to the first meal of the day. Except we baptize, we eat not our morning meal. I would like also to call your attention to a use of the word as found in Heb. ix. 10, from which a similar conclusion could be drawn. Also I Cor. x. 1, 2, where baptism is used to designate simply consecration, and no immersion can be found. But as you seem satisfied on this point, we will dismiss it, and pass to the consideration of that in which you seem to manifest so much interest; that is, the significance of the rite. But we must adjourn to another evening for the consideration of this.”
5. Baptism and Burial

THIRD EVENING

W.– “I have carefully examined the passages which occupied our attention during the last evening, and also had an interview with Mr. R. He told me the word found in Daniel is not the word used to designate the rite. He says there is a marked difference. I noticed the difference, one being bapto, and the other baptidzo. But I remember that some of my Baptist friends used to urge that there was no difference, and even that the former is the stronger of the two, as it is the root of the other.”

P.– “This shows to what men will resort to accomplish a purpose. The same word occurs in Revelation, and is frequently translated ‘to dip.’ When used in such a sense it serves their purpose. If the word baptidzo means immerse, much more its root would signify a similar action. If it could be shown that bapto meant to dip or immerse, and nothing else, an opposer of immersion might, with some show of reason, protest against the conclusion that baptidzo, a derivative, should have the same intensive meaning. Derivatives are supposed to be used in a less intensive and restricted sense; but in these words they would reverse the order.”

W.– “That is the view I took of it. But I did not give much attention to it, as it would avail nothing for the other passages you quoted. So if you are willing, we will pass to the symbolical nature of the rite, as you said this would occupy our attention this evening. In this I will feel more at home, and am certain I will be proof against any arguments you can offer.

P.– “I am glad you will feel at home in the consideration of this subject, but hardly know whether to commend your last statement, as it seems to imply –”

W.– “What I meant is that I have such authority from the word of God on the question of the significance of baptism, that nothing that any one can advance can effect any change in my views.”

P.– " Perhaps it will be best to have a statement at your views on the subject – what you regard as symbolized by the rite."
W.– “I can give them, and the reasons for them in very few words. I look upon baptism as commemorative of the burial and resurrection of Jesus. Nearly all the ordinances of God are of this character. Circumcision is, I believe, an exception. They are designed to commemorate some mighty event which has transpired in his divine interposition in behalf of his people..... And so the Lord’s supper is commemorative of the death of our Lord Jesus Christ. But now, have we no commemorative rite for his burial and resurrection? We have not, unless baptism is that rite. Now, I cannot believe that God would be careful to provide for the commemoration of those other events, and then fail to make any provision for this. It may be said that, in comparison with this, the rest are quite insignificant. The resurrection of Christ is the mightiest event that has ever occurred. It is the basis of the Christian religion. It is the foundation of all our hopes. Remove it, and the whole structure of Christianity tumbles into ruins. A fact, then, so grand, and of such magnitude, and of such importance, could not be allowed to go without commemoration. And cannot that eye of faith which sees the broken body of Jesus in the broken loaf; which sees the warm blood flowing from his cleft side in the flowing wine, see the buried Savior in the immersion of one dead to sin; can it not see him risen in the emersion that follows?”

P.– “It is very manifest that you are at home on this subject, and that you have given it careful attention; and from your emphasis it is no less evident that you feel the truth of what you affirm. This extended and clear statement of your views has somewhat changed my mind as to the order to be observed in the consideration of the subject. I agree with you in many of your statements; but may I ask what the burial of Jesus had to do with his great work for us?”

W.– “I am at a loss to know what you mean by such a question. It would seem to imply that it had nothing to do with his work as a Savior. Is this your meaning?”

P.– “It is. I am at a loss to see any purpose it serves in his mediatorial work. Allow me to ask what would have been the character of his work. if, having died as he did, about the ninth hour on Friday, his body had been left on the cross till Sunday morning, and then he had come back to life, and had come down from the cross?”

W.– “Burial is a proof of death. It shows that the Savior was certainly dead.”

P.– “Do you think his burial was essential to prove that fact?”
W.– “Well, no; I cannot say that it was.”

P.– “Will you, then, answer the question I propounded?”

W.– “I cannot see that it would have detracted from the value of his work. But his burial was intimately connected with his resurrection, and that, surely, had much to do with his work.”

P.– “Do you mean that the essential part of his resurrection was his coming out of the tomb?”

W.– “It was his coming back to life.”

P.– “And this he could have done if he had not been buried at all.”

W.– “I never saw the subject presented in that light. But in any case his resurrection was a most important event – fully equaling in importance his death. And as all such great events should have something to commemorate them, this is left without commemoration, if this office is not performed by baptism.”

P.– “I fully agree with you as to the importance of the resurrection,– his coming to life again,– not simply his coming out of the tomb; this was a matter of no consequence. I agree with you also as to the desirableness of having so great an event as his resurrection commemorated. But let us, for a moment, change the subject, and permit me to ask you what day of the week was observed as the Sabbath when Christ was on earth?”

W.– “I do not see the object of such digression, but I will answer you. It was Saturday.

P.– “And now what day is so kept?”

W.– “We observe Sunday.”

P.– “And why the change?”

W.– “I see your point, but cannot evade an answer. The change was made because on this day Christ arose from the dead.”

P.– “Then, that important event is not left uncommemorated.”
W.— “No, sir; I never thought of it before, but it is really commemorated better than any other event connected with his work.”

P.— “I would have you note the two facts thus brought to light: 1st, That the burial of Jesus had nothing whatever to do with his work in saving sinners. 2nd, That his resurrection is abundantly commemorated in the day we observe as the Sabbath.”

W.— “But I am not satisfied with the conclusion to which you have come in reference to the burial of Christ. You have, apparently, demonstrated that it had nothing to do with our salvation, and therefore, needed no commemoration. Though I am unable to see it, and point it out, yet I know your conclusion involves some fallacy, because Paul says emphatically, that ‘baptism symbolizes the burial of Jesus.’”

P.— “I suppose you refer to Rom. vi. 2-4?”

W.— “I do; and no language could be plainer.”

P.— “Do not the facts already brought to light tend to beget a suspicion in your mind as to the correctness of your interpretation of that passage?”

W.— “If his statement were not so plain, it might. But the reference is too natural and the language too plain to allow such a suspicion to suggest itself.”

P.— “Perhaps, then, before examining the passage, it may be well to make a few inquiries in reference to its utterance. May I ask you where we meet with the first passage that, to your mind, seems to intimate that baptism has any reference to a burial, or to Christ’s burial?”

W.— “This one in Romans and a similar one in Colossians are the only ones that teach it clearly.”

P.— “Is there nothing in the four Gospel histories, or in the Acts of the Apostles, from which you could draw such a conclusion?”

W.— “Nothing that I am aware of.”

P.— “And is Paul, in the sixth of Romans, discussing the subject of baptism in a didactic manner. Does the context intimate that his object is to supplement what
Christ and his apostles had omitted, in the five books named, on this matter of baptism as a rite in the church?”

W.– “I cannot say that he does. He refers to it because it serves to illustrate a very important truth, which it does most perfectly, i.e., our death to sin.”

P.– “Now, my friend, allow me to ask you what would you think or say if a fundamental peculiarity of our denomination was based on a passage of Scripture, written thirty or forty years after Christ’s ascension, when the writer was not professedly intending to teach anything on the subject, but only referred to it incidentally, by way of illustrating a point having no direct bearing on the subject; when, too, we would search in vain the four Gospels and Acts for any warrant for our particular views; and when, in the whole Bible, except one similar reference, we could find no passage that intimated anything of the kind. What, under such circumstances, would you think or say?”

W.– “In general, I would say it was very presumptuous. But if the incidental reference was as plain as this one, I would be compelled to acknowledge your right to do so.”

P.– “And suppose the passage admitted an interpretation entirely different from the one we gave it?”

W.– “Then your presumption would be unbounded. But this one does not.”

P.– “But a respectable portion of the Christian world says it does.”

W.– “But they are mistaken.”

P.– “Then I see we are not yet prepared to examine the passage. We must step aside, and examine it from a favorable standpoint.

W.– “By any method to reach the truth.”

P.– “A few questions then. Was Christ buried?”

W.– “The Bible says so.”

P.– “Will you give me the facts relating to his burial?”
W.– “He was taken down from the cross and laid in the new tomb of Joseph of Arimathea.”

P.– “Please describe the tomb as well as you can.”

W.– “It was hewn out of the rock.”

P.– “And the burial, so far as the history enlightens us.”

W.– “His body was carefully laid in this tomb and a stone was rolled against the door of it.”

P.– “Would it have been materially different if they had taken the body to Joseph’s house, and there placed it in a small room or apartment, and then closed the door?”

W.– “It was a sepulcher, and so spoken of.”

P.– “Very good. But was it different, materially, from the case we have suggested as possible? Or if you do not like to answer that question, was the body at burial put down into the earth, and at the resurrection did it come up out of the earth?”

W.– “Let me hear your interpretation of the passage.”

P.– “In a moment. Another question, if you please. Did the burial of Jesus have any resemblance to burial as we now perform that sad duty?”

W.– “Not much.”

P.– “And suppose it had been precisely in accordance with our mode of burial, would it be aptly symbolized by immersion?”

W.– “It certainly would.”

P.– “Immersion, then, is applying such a quantity of water to a person that by it he shall be hidden from view?”

W.– “They are covered; out of sight; buried.”

P.– “The action, then, is nothing. The putting down in is not essential to immersion. It is enough if the element is put or poured on till the individual or
object is covered.”

W.– “Such a burial will answer as a figurative immersion.”

P.– “And yet lack the essential part?”

W.– “But it is enough that Paul says, that baptism symbolizes the burial of Jesus.”

P.– “There is one question to which I would like very much to get a candid answer. It is this: Dismissing from your mind all notions of our modern mode of burial, and taking into consideration the simple facts related in the gospel history concerning the disposition that was made of the body of Jesus after the crucifixion; that he was laid in that little apartment hewn out of the solid rock; and supposing that this that was done with his body was to be symbolized with water, would the immersion of a person in water symbolize it any better than would sprinkling water upon him?”

W.– “I do not see that sprinkling would symbolize it at all.”

P.– “Not even figuratively?”

W.– “It would strain one’s imagination to see it.”

P.– “Remember the baptism of Nebuchadnezzar with the dew of heaven; remember how often you have said that envelopment would answer all the requirements.”

W.– “Do you imagine that sprinkling would serve to symbolize Christ’s burial?”

P.– “Only by a stretch of the imagination that would he painful.”

W.– “Then why do you put the question to me?”

P.– “My question is, would not sprinkling symbolize it as well as immersion?”

W.– “To be candid, I do not see that either will do it without some effort of imagination; but Paul says baptism does symbolize it?

P.– “That is the question we will now consider. Let us first inquire what fact the
apostle wishes to establish, or what point he wishes to make. Baptism is introduced as an illustration. Will you tell me what is the fact to be illustrated?”

W.– “He had stated that where sin abounded, there grace did much more abound. From this it might seem to follow, that as grace abounds most where sin abounds most, we may make, or let sin abound in order that grace may abound. To meet this monstrous conclusion, he says, ‘How shall we that are DEAD to sin, LIVE any longer therein?’ He then brings in the illustration, ‘Know ye not that so many of us as were baptized into Jesus Christ were baptized into his death?’”

P.– “I see you have a clear view of the connection, and of the point to be illustrated. In the passage last quoted, baptism is introduced twice; will you repeat the two things affirmed of it?”

W.– “First, we are baptized into Christ: second, we are baptized into his death.”

P.– “Very good. What do you understand by the first?”

W.– “To get into Christ must mean to get into union with him, as we are so often said to be ‘in Christ.’ And to say that we are baptized into him is to affirm that, in some way, baptism secures this union.”

P.– “You are an excellent theologian; and now for the second fact affirmed?”

W.– “I suppose that has a similar meaning. To be baptized into His death, must mean to come into union with it, so that, as by the first Christ becomes ours, so by the second his death becomes ours.”

P.– “Very good, and a most important doctrine. Christ, as our Savior, must be seen in all things as our Substitute. His death was not, so to speak, a personal death; that is, it was not simply the death of the individual Christ Jesus. It was a representative death, or he died as representing us. Look on the cross, and tell me whom do you see there, forsaken of God, suffering and dying?”

W.– “I understand your meaning. We see God’s people in the person of Jesus, their representative.”

P.– “Then whose death was it?”

W.– “It was our death.”
P.– “And by what means, according to the statement of the apostle, does his death become our death?”

W.– “By our union with him.”

P.– “And how, according to his statement, is that union secured?”

W.– “By baptism: ‘baptized into Christ.’”

P.– “And now the next statement.”

W.– ” ‘Therefore we are buried with him by baptism into death, that like as Christ was raised up from the dead by the glory of the Father, even so we also should walk in newness of life.’ ”

P.– “How is this verse introduced?”

W.– “By the participle ‘therefore.’”

P.– “What does this mean?”

W.– “It shows us that it is an inference from the previous statement.”

P.– “What do you understand by ‘buried with?’”

W.– “I examined the passage in my Greek Testament, and found no word corresponding to the preposition ‘with’; the verb is a compound, made up of the verb signifying ‘to bury,’ and the word signifying ‘with,’ or ‘together with,’ as a prefix. It means ‘buried together with’; that is, both burials were one – the burial of Jesus and his people; they were buried together.”

P.– “To be ‘buried together with,’ implies more than one person, and you say the reference is to ‘Christ and his people.’”

W.– “That is manifestly the meaning.”

P.– “Then the apostle’s statement is that, as Christ’s death is our death, so his burial is our burial.”

W.– “Such is his statement.”
P.– “And how are we buried with him?”

W.– “The apostle says, ‘by baptism.’”

P.– “Look again.”

W.– “By baptism into death.”

P.– “And do you think this statement is equivalent to ’by baptism into water?”

W.– “I have always so understood it.”

P.– “But in the previous verse you had the expression, ‘baptized into his death,’ and you gave the only possible interpretation of it as it there stands. This second statement is an inference from that, which forewarns us that the apostle is about to apply the fact there stated. In the former statement, ‘baptized into his death’ means to be so united to him that his death becomes ours. Here it must mean the same thing, and it must mean we are buried with him by being united to him.”

W.– “That seems to be a legitimate inference, and the only possible interpretation.

P.– “But where is the reference to the mode of baptism?

W.– “I always thought it was there, but this piecemeal method of interpretation obscures it. I confess I do not see it. But does not the apostle assign a peculiar office to baptism? He seems to speak of it as accomplishing or doing more than either of us would admit?”

P.– “Not at all. ‘There are three that bear witness in earth – the Spirit and the water and the blood, and these three agree in one.’ What is true of the thing signified, may be, and often is, affirmed of the sign.

“No one would draw the monstrous conclusion from the statement of the apostle that water baptism unites us to Christ.”

W.– “Then you do not think that the apostle here refers to water- baptism?”

P.– “Manifestly the mode was not in his mind. What he said would have been just as appropriate of any rite intended to set forth what baptism does, that is, our
union with Christ.”

W.– “Explain your meaning.”

P.– “Suppose, then, that circumcision had continued to be the rite of initiation into the church, and had signified our union with Christ. In such a case the same language could have been employed, substituting circumcision for baptism. It then would have been, ‘Know ye not that so many of us as were circumcised into Christ [i.e., united to Christ by circumcision] were circumcised into His death? Therefore we are buried with Him by circumcision into death.’”

W.– “I am not prepared to dispute the correctness of your interpretation; but I would like for you to explain how such a rite as circumcision could signify or symbolize the Spirit’s work as baptism does?”

P.– “There is no doubt but that circumcision was intended to do that very thing. Frequently we read of ‘circumcision of the heart.’ Paul so understood it, as appears from this same Epistle to the Romans, at the close of the second chapter, where he so speaks of circumcision. ‘He is not a Jew which is one outwardly, neither is that circumcision which is outward in the flesh. But he is a Jew which is one inwardly, and circumcision is that of the HEART, in the SPIRIT, and not in the letter.’ This shows that circumcision had the same significance as baptism, i.e., the cleansing of the heart. And in the passage just quoted, the same kind of substitution can be made; that is, baptism for circumcision, and the same remains unchanged; ‘that is not baptism which is outward in the flesh, but baptism is that of the heart, in the spirit, and not in the letter.’”

W.– “Though I am unable to show that your interpretation is not correct, yet it weakens my cause without strengthening yours.”

P.– “How is that?”

W.–” Because it would then follow that the significance of the rite throws no light on the mode of its administration. But the undoubted examples of immersion recorded in the New Testament remain untouched and unanswerable."

P.– “As to your last statement, that remains to be considered. As to the first, I think you are laboring under a mistaken view of the subject. I think it capable of demonstration: 1st, That baptism was not intended to symbolize nor
commemorate a burial; 2nd, That it was intended to symbolize the work of the Spirit; 3rd, That this does throw light on the question of mode. The first we have already considered, and I hope to your satisfaction. The consideration of the other two statements we had better postpone till another evening.”
6. Significance of Baptism

FOURTH EVENING

W.– “YOU treated our view of the significance of the rite of baptism in such a summary manner that I am anxious to hear what you have to say in favor of your own. It is easier to pull down than to build up.”

P.– “I promise you that I will not rest our view on a passage written thirty or forty years after Christ’s ascension, and in which baptism is only incidentally referred to, and that by way of illustrating a point having little connection, directly, with it.”

W.– “The promise is fair if the fulfilment is as good.”

P.– “A few words first, by way of introduction. Will you tell me how many persons of the Godhead have a part in the work of man’s redemption?”

W.– “All of them. The Father sent the Son. The Son came and made atonement for sin. The Holy Spirit applies the benefit of Christ’s work.”

P.– “Very good. Will you mention a few things included in the Spirit’s work.”

W.– “The Spirit convinces of sin; inclines us to go to Jesus; regenerates and sanctifies us.”

P.– “He has, then, a very important part to do in our salvation.”

W.– “Equal to either of the others. The sacred writers frequently refer to his work.

P.– “Do you think his work is sufficiently important to merit a rite to commemorate or symbolize it?”

W.– “I certainly think it does, and I have always supposed that baptism does that in part.”

P.– “And in a very small part according to your view; only in a very secondary
manner."

W.– “Yes, our view is that baptism chiefly refers to the burial of Christ. But I have often wondered, as the Lord’s Supper has exclusive reference to the work of Christ, why baptism did not have special reference to the work of the Spirit.”

P.– “And a pity it is that you had not been led to pursue such inquiries to the extent of enabling you to see the whole truth. Allow me to put this case to you. Suppose you could find language like this, uttered, say, by John the Baptist: ‘Christ shall be buried in the earth, but ye shall be buried by baptism in the water.’ How could I, as an opposer of immersion, meet such a statement?”

W.– “You could not meet it at all. I wish such a statement had been left on record; it would have settled this question, and put an end to all discussion. But why do you put such a question? No such statement can be found.”

P.– “I agree with you that it would have been conclusive. I ask the question that I may ask another. What would you say if you should find language like this: ‘I indeed baptize you with water, but he shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost.’”

W.– “I remember that John did use this language, and I acknowledge that it points to an intimate connection between the work of the Spirit and water baptism.”

P.– “And so it does. The great work of the Spirit is to cleanse, purify, and sanctify. Shall I quote passages in proof of this statement?”

W.– “No, it is not necessary. I remember several such.”

P.– “On the other hand, water is the natural emblem of purifying, cleansing. Baptismal water is often so spoken of.”

W.– “Yes, sir, I recollect passages that show this. It was said to Paul, ‘Arise and be baptized, and wash away thy sins.’”

P.– “All such statements point us clearly to this fact, that the use of water in baptism is to commemorate or symbolize the work of the Spirit.”

W.– “They do seem to indicate this. But it is frequently said that we are cleansed by Christ’s blood. In the first Epistle of John it is said, ‘The blood of Jesus Christ
His Son cleanseth us from all sin.’”

P.– “I am very much obliged to you for that suggestion and quotation. It might have been overlooked by me. Please turn to that same Epistle, ch. v. 7, 8, and read.”

W.– “For there are three that bear record in heaven, the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost; and these three are one. And there are three that bear witness in earth, the Spirit, and the water, and the blood; and these three agree in one.”

P.–” Please emphasize that last clause.”

W.– AND THESE THREE AGREE IN ONE.

P.– “What shall I now say in reference to your quotation from the first chapter, where it is said, the blood of Jesus cleanses from all sin?”

W.– “I see it. Both blood and water represent or symbolize the work of the Spirit. To all this I agree. But whither does it lead us?”

P.– “Wait and see. We must pause there to examine a few passages in which the work of the Spirit is spoken of. I will select a few passages from the Concordance, and ask you to read them. Here is one in Proverbs I. 23.”

W.– “Behold, I will POUR OUT MY SPIRIT unto you, I will make known my words unto you.”

P.– “Isaiah xxxii. 15.”

W.– “Until the SPIRIT BE Poured upon us from on high.”

P.– “Isaiah xliv. 3.”

W.– “For I will POUR WATER upon him that is thirsty, and floods upon the dry ground. I will POUR MY SPIRIT upon thy seed, and my blessing upon thine offspring.”

P.– “All such statements point us clearly to this fact, that the use of water in baptism is to commemorate or symbolize the work of the Spirit.”
“They do seem to indicate this. But it is frequently said that we are cleansed by Christ’s blood. In the first Epistle of John it is said, ‘The blood of Jesus Christ His Son cleanseth us from all sin.’”
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AND THESE THREE AGREE IN ONE.

“What shall I now say in reference to your quotation from the first chapter, where it is said, the blood of Jesus cleanses from all sin?”

“I see it. Both blood and water represent or symbolize the work of the Spirit. To all this I agree. But whither does it lead us?”

“Wait and see. We must pause here to examine a few passages in which the work of the Spirit is spoken of. I will select a few passages from the Concordance, and ask you to read them. Here is one in Proverbs I. 23.”

“Behold, I will POUR OUT MY SPIRIT unto you, I will make known my words unto you.”

“Isaiah xxxii. 15.”

“Until the SPIRIT BE POURED upon us from on high.”

“Isaiah xliv. 3.”

“For I will POUR WATER upon him that is thirsty, and floods upon the dry ground. I will POUR MY SPIRIT upon thy seed, and my blessing upon thine offspring.”

“Ezekiel xxxix. 29.”
W.–“Neither will I hide my face any more from them. For I have POURED OUT MY SPIRIT upon the house of Israel, saith the Lord God.”

P.–“Joel ii. 28, 29.”

W.–“And it shall come to pass afterward, that I will POUR OUT MY SPIRIT upon all flesh; and your sons and your daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, your young men shall see visions. And also upon the servants and upon the handmaids in those days will I POUR OUT MY SPIRIT.

P.–“John I. 33.”

W.–“And I knew him not; but he that sent me to baptize with water, the same said unto me, upon whom thou shalt see the Spirit descending and remaining on him, the same is he that baptizeth with the Holy Ghost.”

P.–“Mark I. 10.”

W.–“And straightway coming up out of the water, he saw the heavens opened, and 'the SPIRIT like a dove DESCENDING upon him.”

P.–“Titus iii. 6, and latter clause of 5th verse.”

W.–''– and renewing of the Holy Ghost, which he SHED ON US abundantly through Jesus Christ our Savior."

P.–“In Acts ii. 16, you will find the passage from Joel quoted as fulfilled on the day of Pentecost, and remembering this will you please read the 33rd verse.”

W.–“Therefore being by the right hand of God exalted, and having received of the Father the promise of the Holy Ghost, he hath SHED FORTH this which ye now see and hear.”

P.–“Will you now tell me the various words used to express the gift or work of the Spirit in the passages read?”

W.–“So far as I recollect them, they are ‘happen with,’ ‘poured upon,’ ‘shed,’ ‘descending on.’”

P.–“Do you recollect any passage in which the work of the Spirit is represented
by anything like immersion.”

W.—“I was hoping you would ask me such a question; because there is a passage of that kind in a chapter from which you have quoted. It is the second of Acts, where the writer is speaking of the baptism of the Holy Ghost on the day of Pentecost, he says: ‘And suddenly there came a sound from heaven as of a rushing mighty wind, and it filled all the house where they were sitting.’ Here it is stated, clearly, that they were entirely enveloped, or so to speak, buried.”

P.—“So, then, though the Spirit was poured upon them, or descended upon them, yet if it was sufficiently extensive to envelop them, it was a baptism.”

W.—“In a figurative sense.”

P.—“I am both sorry and glad that you have presented this case, and quoted this passage. Sorry, that one so intelligent should commit such a blunder. Glad, because others have done the same thing, and some notice should be taken of it. If you will examine the passage you will see that it says nothing about the Spirit filling the house. It was the sound that filled the house. In the third verse there is a description of the visible manifestation of the baptism by the Spirit. ‘And there appeared unto them cloven tongues like as of fire, and it sat upon each of them.’”

W.—(After looking at the passage.) “Well, well, I am ashamed of myself, and thank you for the gentleness of the rebuke so kindly administered and so richly merited. But I confess I never saw the passage in that light before. Many a time did I quote it as I did tonight, and regarded it as an excellent example of figurative immersion.”

P.—“You must keep before your mind the points of difference between us. This you seem inclined to ignore when it suits your convenience. The whole question, as to the mode of baptism, is: Is the individual PUT INTO THE ELEMENT? or is the element APPLIED TO HIM? To call that baptism where the element is applied to the individual in a quantity sufficient to envelop, is to decide that the difference in our views is not in the action or mode, but simply a difference in quantity. In that case, sprinkling must meet the requirement, if, like dew, it can be so applied as to represent an envelopment. What think you, now, was baptism intended to commemorate or symbolize?”

W.—“Manifestly, the work of the Spirit.”
P.– “And what light does it throw on the question of mode?”

W.– “I confess it does not seem to be very favorable to immersion. It does seem to point to baptism as consisting in the application of water to the individual. But all this avails nothing for your side of the question, while the cases of its administration on record clearly point to the fact that immersion was the apostolic mode.”

P.– “Those cases are yet to be examined. Perhaps they are not as decisive in favor of immersion as they seem to be from your standpoint.”

W.– “The facts, the circumstances, are too plain to be mistaken. Could you succeed in convincing me to the contrary, it could only result in evil to me; for it would destroy my confidence in language. I would be compelled to believe that nothing can be stated in human language, but that it can be proved the writer meant no such thing.”

P.– “The very fact that you can so speak shows how completely prejudice has blinded your eyes. In so speaking, you declare that all Paedo-baptists are either knaves or fools; either that they lack enough common sense to see these cases of immersion; or seeing them, they lack honesty to concede that they are such.”

W.– “I beg your pardon, sir; but I did not mean to bring either of these charges against them. But will you not acknowledge that some cases of immersion are recorded in the New Testament?”

P.– “I will not acknowledge that the rite of baptism was so administered in any case recorded.”

W.– “For you to attempt to prove such a statement to my satisfaction, is to undertake a task for which a dozen evenings would not suffice. But I am interested in the subject, and will come as often as need be to hear all you have to say.”

P.– “I think one evening will be sufficient to say all that is necessary on the cases of its administration that are recorded in the New Testament. Whenever it suits your convenience, I shall be happy to consider them.”
7. Examples of Baptism in Scripture

FIFTH EVENING

W. – “I have taken the trouble to read the account of the administration in several cases, and I think they are as clear and definite as I could give an account of immersion as now administered at any of our baptizings, and your time will be lost in attempting to convince me to the contrary. I cannot but think, if language is to be trusted, we must believe that Jesus was immersed by John the Baptist in the Jordan; and the eunuch was immersed by Philip.”

P.– “And are these all the examples or cases of its administration recorded in the New Testament?”

W.– “They are all that I examined, and they are enough.”

P.– “Before considering any of these cases of its administration, let us distinctly understand each other as to the method of proceeding.”

W.– “Will you please explain your meaning?”

P.– “I mean that we are now about to examine these cases to see what light, if any, they throw on the question of mode.”

W.– “This is my understanding.”

P.– “The evidence thus adduced is what is called probable or circumstantial evidence. And in thus examining the recorded cases, it will be necessary to exclude every other kind of evidence. I mean it will be necessary for both of us, for the sake of argument, to admit that the evidence from the meaning of the word and the significance of the rite is equal on both sides. In other words, we are to suppose we have no kind of evidence as to the mode, except what is derived from the circumstances and facts recorded in connection with each case.”

W.– “That would be the only fair way to proceed in such an investigation.”

P.– “Then we are ready to proceed. It was my intention to introduce the subject
in a manner somewhat different; but as your mind seems filled with thoughts of the cases you mentioned, perhaps it will be well to consider them at once.”

W.– “If you please; if it makes no special difference to you, I would like for you to take up the case of the immersion of Jesus in the Jordan by John.”

P.– “Perhaps it would be well to say the baptism of Jesus in the Jordan.”

W.–“Just as you please; they are both the same to me.”

P.– “May I ask you why John baptized, and what was the nature or object of his baptism?”

W.–" John baptized because God sent him to baptize, as John himself tells us. As to the object of his baptism, he said, ‘I baptize you with water unto repentance.’ "

P.– “And what does ‘unto repentance’ mean?”

W.– “I suppose the meaning is, that baptism was to show them that they were sinful, needed cleansing, and should repent of their sins.”

P.– “And how was it with Jesus?”

W.– “Of course, in his case, it was different. He, himself, tells us why he was baptized, and the object of it. ‘Thus,’ said he ‘it becometh us to fulfill all righteousness.’”

P.– “And what does he mean by ‘righteousness.’”

W.– “I think I am prepared to answer that question, as I have just been studying the first five chapters of Romans, where this word frequently occurs. Dora and I were very much interested it. I had occasion to study this word particularly. It is a legal term, and divers from holiness, as the latter relates to inward purity, and the former has reference to our relation to the law; doing what the law directs.”

P.– “I admire your skill in interpretation. I do not see how your answer could be improved. It would seem, then, that there was some law making it necessary for Christ to he baptized.”

W.– “It would seem so from this language; but I never examined into the matter,
and I am not very familiar with the Old Testament Scriptures.”

P.– “The baptism of Jesus is interesting and important for other reasons, different from those for which we are now examining it. As some of these facts are necessary for a clear understanding of this, I will mention them: Jesus is, emphatically, our Great High Priest. He is the only real priest that was ever in the world. Aaron’s priesthhood was typical of his, so that Aaron and his descendants may be called typical priests, and Christ the real priest. The Aaronic priesthhood all pertained to the tribe of Levi, and were the descendants of Aaron. But Jesus belonged to another tribe, ‘of which,’ as Paul says, ‘no man gave attendance at the altar. For it is evident our Lord sprang out of Judah, of which tribe, Moses spake nothing concerning the priesthhood.’ Heb. vii. 13, 14, and in verse twelve, he says, ‘For the priesthhood being changed, there is made of necessity a change also of the law.’ Now, when the Aaronic priesthhood was first instituted, the tribe to which it pertained was, in a formal manner, consecrated, set apart to this high calling. Whether, in subsequent ages, every priest was thus set apart, as he entered on his priestly office, it does not appear. But when so great a change occurred as Paul speaks of, a change to another tribe of which Moses spake nothing concerning the priesthhood, then the law of consecration should be complied with; and it was to this law that Jesus referred in the language used by him.”

W.– “Your statements are interesting and instructive, and I see very clearly that it was to such a law that he referred when he said, ‘Thus it becometh me to fulfill all righteousness.’”

P.– “If the means or mode of consecration in that first instance could be ascertained, it would afford light on the second; i. e., the consecration of Jesus, his conforming to the law, and thus fulfilling all righteousness.”

W.– “I wish it had been given in detail. It would have thrown light upon, and perhaps settled this question, that has caused so much wrangling among the people of God.”

P.– “That is a good wish; and I am happy to inform you that the method of consecration has been carefully preserved in the sacred records. Will you please turn to Numbers viii. 5-7, and read?”

W.– ” ‘And the Lord spake unto Moses, Take the Levites from among the
children of Israel and cleanse them. And thus shalt thou do unto them to cleanse them: SPRINKLE WATER OF PURIFYING UPON THEM.’"

P.– “That is the law which Christ said he must obey to fulfill all righteousness.”

W.– “Is it certain that he had reference to this law?”

P.– “It is CERTAIN, according to his own words, that there was some law with which he must comply.

“Again, it is CERTAIN that in complying with the law, it involved the use of water.

“Again, it is CERTAIN that he felt that he must comply with that law, because he was about entering upon his priestly work, not as a descendant of Aaron, or of the tribe of Levi, but as a member of another tribe – Judah.

“Again, it is CERTAIN that the law quoted was for the very purpose for which Jesus wished to be baptized.

“Again, it is CERTAIN that if this is not the law to which referred, then no such law was in existence.

“Again, it is CERTAIN that if there was no such law on record, there would have been no propriety in Jesus saying it was necessary for him to be baptized to comply with the law.

“And the seventh thing CERTAIN is, that he referred to this law.”

William listened very attentively to the pastor as he enumerated, with deliberation, these certainties.

He was silent and thoughtful for some time. At last he said:

W.– “I confess your reasons seem to render it very certain that the law I read from Numbers is the same to which Jesus referred in his language to John. But there is one difficulty in the way of my believing that that is the law.”

P.– “And what is that?”
W.— “The gospel history declares that Jesus was immersed.”

P.— “That is an assumption. It does not say so.”

W.— “In the first chapter of Mark, it says, Jesus came from Nazareth of Galilee, and was baptized of John in Jordan. And straightway coming up out of the water, he saw the heavens opened and the Spirit of God descending upon him.”

P.— “In which statement do you find the immersion?”

W.— “It says he was baptized ‘in Jordan,’ and he ‘came up out of the water.’”

P.— “Does it say that John put him down into or under the waters?”

W.— “No; but Jesus went down into the water, and came up out of it.”

P.— “And did not John do the same?”

W.— “Well, yes.”

P.— “And was he, too, immersed?”

W.— “No; but he did not go into the water to be immersed.”

P.— “But your only evidence that Jesus was immersed, from circumstantial evidence, is that he did just what John did.”

W.— “If John did not immerse him, I do not know why he took him into the water.”

P.— “To baptize him.”

W.— “But the fact that he went into the water shows that he was immersed.”

P.— “Must every one that goes into the water go under it? I have seen scores of men go into the water at the same time, to bathe, or wash, or cleanse themselves, and not one-fourth of them go under it, or immerse themselves. It has been my custom for many years to go into the water to bathe or wash; but only when a boy did I immerse myself, and then not as a mode of cleansing, but for amusement. For bathing I prefer shallow water, a running brook, though it were but a few inches in depth.”
W.—“But if they went into the water, they were partly immersed.”

P.—“Very true; but is this what you insist on as the immersion?”

W.—“No; but in performing a rite, I do not see why they would go into the water unless they would immerse.”

P.—“And I do not see why they should immerse when they went into it.”

W.—“Then why would they go into it?”

P.—“Not, very certainly, for absolute or literal cleansing [though if that had been the object, immersion need not have followed; and, if it had, it would have been an accidental circumstance]; but to use water in some way to represent cleansing. Now, laying aside all preconceived notions of immersion, is it reasonable to take it for granted that Jesus was immersed?”

W.—“I have always so taken it for granted. According to your own statement of its object, that is, to represent cleansing, it would certainly be accomplished by immersion, that is, to represent complete cleansing.”

P.—“I fear that, too, is taken for granted.”

W.—“I do not understand you. Laying aside your preconceived notions, will you not admit that immersion will better represent complete cleansing than simply applying a small quantity of water?”

P.—“The question is pointed and fair, but I will let God himself and Jesus answer it. I might ask you if it was not the purpose of God, in the consecration of the Levites, to give a rite that would represent their complete cleansing? But for that purpose God was satisfied that a small quantity of water should be sprinkled upon them. Scores of such examples could be given from the Old Testament ablutions, or, as Paul, in Hebrews, calls them, baptisms. But I will refer you, for further answer to your question, to the language of Jesus, in the thirteenth chapter of John.”

W.—“I do not recollect it. Will you state it?”

P.—“After the institution of the supper, on the night of the betrayal, Jesus took a towel and girded himself. After that he poured water into a basin and began to
wash his disciples’ feet. When he came to Peter, Peter declined to submit to it. But Jesus said, ‘If I wash thee not, thou hast no part with me.’ Peter then said, ‘Lord, not my feet only, but also my hands and my head.’ But the reply of Jesus was, ’He that is washed needeth not save to wash his feet, BUT IS CLEAN EVERY WHIT. Does this answer your question?”

W.– “It would seem that it ought to be sufficient. But I do not see why they would go to the river and to where there was much water, if they did not immerse.”

P.– “If you consider the facts, it would be strange if they had not gone to such places.”

W.– “Why so?”

P.– “The history tells us that immense multitudes flocked to John, and were baptized by him. They regarded him as the forerunner of the long promised and now expected Messiah. ‘Then went out to him Jerusalem, and all Judea, and all the region round about Jordan, confessing their sins.’ Anticipating such crowds to attend on his ministry and to be baptized by him – and required by the nature of his mission and Old Testament prophecies to go into the wilderness – to what place should he go to find water, not only for baptizing but for the wants of the multitude and their animals?”

W.– “I suppose you think John did not immerse any of those who came to him?”

P.– “Not only do I suppose he did not, but that he would not have done so, had any requested it of him. It would fail to meet one great object of his baptism. Said he, ‘I indeed baptize you with water; but he shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost.’ He regarded his baptism as typical of that by the Spirit: and the Spirit descended on men; they were not dipped into it.”

W.– “We are examining cases of the administration of the rite in the light of circumstantial evidence; what is there – of this kind – that warrants you in denying that it was by immersion?”

P.– “If I was to be tried for my life on circumstantial evidence half as clear, I would expect to be hung. John’s ministry lasted about six months. From the passage already quoted, telling of the multitudes who came to him and were baptized by him, the number baptized, at a moderate estimate, was two or three
hundred thousand, or an average of from one thousand to fifteen hundred per day.”

W.– “But how could he baptize so many?”

P.– “If you consider the facts, it would be strange if they had not gone to such places.”

W.– “Why so?”

P.– “The history tells us that immense multitudes flocked to John, and were baptized by him. They regarded him as the forerunner of the long promised and now expected Messiah. ‘Then went out to him Jerusalem, and all Judea, and all the region round about Jordan, confessing their sins.’ Anticipating such crowds to attend on his ministry and to be baptized by him – and required by the nature of his mission and Old Testament prophecies to go into the wilderness – to what place should he go to find water, not only for baptizing but for the wants of the multitude and their animals?”

W.– “I suppose you think John did not immerse any of those who came to him?”

P.– “Not only do I suppose he did not, but that he would not have done so, had any requested it of him. It would fail to meet one great object of his baptism. Said he, ‘I indeed baptize you with water; but he shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost.’ He regarded his baptism as typical of that by the Spirit: and the Spirit descended on men; they were not dipped into it.”

W.– “We are examining cases of the administration of the rite in the light of circumstantial evidence; what is there – of this kind – that warrants you in denying that it was by immersion?”

P.– “If I was to be tried for my life on circumstantial evidence half as clear, I would expect to be hung. John’s ministry lasted about six months. From the passage already quoted, telling of the multitudes who came to him and were baptized by him, the number baptized, at a moderate estimate, was two or three hundred thousand, or an average of from one thousand to fifteen hundred per day.”

W.– “But how could he baptize so many?”
P.– “Not at all, if the rite had been by immersion; but very easily as he performed the rite.”

W.– “And how was that?”

P.– “The history does not inform us; but we are safe in concluding that it was like the baptism of the Old Testament economy. Heb. ix. 19, will assist in answering your question. Will you please read it?”

W.– " 'For when Moses had spoken every precept to all the people according to the law, he took the blood of calves and of goats, with water, and scarlet wool, and hyssop, and sprinkled both the book and all the people.'"

P.– “From the passage just read, and from many similar ones in the Old Testament, it is probable that John baptized by means of a hyssop branch, a shrub frequently used for that purpose in olden times, and peculiarly adapted to such use. By such means he could have baptized many thousands in a day without extraordinary effort.”

W.– “Then I suppose you think the three thousand were thus baptized in Jerusalem in the one day.”

P.– “Very much in the same manner. The surrounding circumstances were somewhat different. There was no river in or near Jerusalem. The great mass of the Jews, and their leaders, all were the enemies of the Christians, and if the rite had been by immersion, there would have been two obstacles in the way:

“First, In finding any place for such wholesale immersion.

“Second, In being permitted to perform the rite in that way, had they found a place.

“Both these difficulties are fatal to the notion that it may have been by immersion. It would be difficult to find a city in the world, even among those that have rivers running near or through them, where, so promptly, with so little searching, and so little preparation, so many immersions could take place. It was nine o’clock when Peter began his sermon. How long he preached we are not informed. A portion of his sermon is given. In the 40th verse it is said, ‘And with many other words did he exhort and testify, saying, Save yourselves from this untoward generation.’ The whole account of the baptism is given in the next
verse; ‘Then they that gladly received his word were baptized. And the same day there were added unto them about three thousand souls.’ This would be a wonderful manner of disposing of a work of such magnitude as the immersion of a multitude in such a place as Jerusalem, and in so short a time. The account accords entirely with the Old Testament mode of administering the rite. According to the method given in Heb. ix. 19, two hours would have sufficed for procuring the water and baptizing the whole number by the apostle.”

W.– “I confess that the immersion of those three thousand in one day has sometimes given me some trouble. But I have seen it stated that, from calculations, the thing is possible.”

P.– “Did you ever make the calculation for yourself?”

W.– “No, sir, I never did.”

P.– “Will you make it? I would like to see it.”

W.– “Well, taking all the circumstances into the account, I suppose we may give them five hours.”

P.– “That is a good allowance; but give them six.”

W.– “There were twelve apostles, which would give, in all, seventy-two hours. This would assign about forty-two per hour to each apostle, or about ninety seconds for each immersion.”

P.– “This supposes that the water was at hand; that everything was in readiness, and that there was no delay. How does it strike you?”

W.– “I was thinking that three minutes for each immersion would have been speedy work to perform the rite in a becoming manner. But then it would have required more than twelve hours. I do not know how the calculation was made.”

P.– “Let us apply the rule to this case, and judging from circumstantial evidence, on which side does the evidence preponderate?”

W.– “To say nothing of the meaning of the word, or of the significance of the rite, I would have to admit that the theory of immersion finds very little sympathy from circumstantial evidence in those three thousand baptisms in one
day.”

P.– “The case of the three thousand is a digression. I scarcely know how we got astray to consider it. We were considering the baptism of Jesus and the multitudes that came to John. Returning to the latter, and applying the rule of circumstantial evidence, how does the case stand?”

W.– “To admit the numbers you say were baptized, of course it is absolutely certain they were not immersed. But I would not admit there were so many.”

P.– “Very well; I think two hundred thousand would be a fair estimate. Shall we divide that number by two?”

W.– “That is still too high. Five would not be too large a divisor.”

P.– “That would bring the number down to forty thousand. And now, to see how the matter would stand, let us divide it again by four, and we have ten thousand. Suppose, then that during his ministry of six months, he spent four days of each week in administering this rite. This would allow one hundred days, and give him an average of one hundred immersions for each day. At three minutes for each immersion, this would require him to stand in the water five hours per day. How close it appear when thus viewed?”

W.– “I scarcely know what to say.”

P.– “Do you think flesh and blood could endure such labors?”

W.– “They would be exhausting.”

P.– “It is almost certain that no man could continue such labors for the half of one month. It is doubtful if he could endure it for four days; and to put the numbers at a fair estimate, we see the conclusive force of the circumstantial evidence. But to return to the case of Jesus, what verdict shall we record?”

W.– “I scarcely know. That was one of my strongest passages. If we decide according to the rule we adopted, and lay aside the idea of a burial, also the meaning of the word, and decide from circumstances alone, and in the light of the law he was to comply with, the case seems to be a hard one for me. I confess there is but little circumstantial evidence in the facts that point to immersion.”
P.– “I thought we could dispose of these cases of the administration of the rite in one evening. But I see we cannot. You can meditate on those already considered, and, if convenient, return tomorrow evening.”
8. More Examples from Scripture

SIXTH EVENING

W.– “I HAVE another case of immersion I am anxious to know how you will dispose of. It is recorded in Acts viii. 36-39. It says, ‘As they went on their Way they came to a certain water; and the Eunuch said, See, here is water; what doth hinder me to be baptized?’ After Philip told him the condition on which he might be baptized, it is said, ‘And he commanded the chariot to stand still. And they both went down into the water; both Philip and the Eunuch; and he baptized him.’”

P.– “And this, you think, is a clear case of immersion?”

W.– “It has always appeared so to me.”

P.– “In which statement does the immersion appear?”

W.– “In all the circumstances. They both went down into the water, and both came up out of the water.”

P.– “If these circumstances prove immersion, then both were immersed; for precisely the same is said of the one that is said of the other. Is immersion any more apparent from this than from the similar statement in reference to the baptism of Jesus?”

W.– “No, it is the same. But taking all the circumstances into consideration, it seems most probable that the Eunuch was immersed.”

P.– “But what circumstances?”

W.– “The meaning of the word and their going down into the water, etc.”

P.– “Perhaps your meaning is this: taking it for granted that baptism means immersion, and can mean nothing else, then it seems, from these circumstances, that here was a case of immersion. You here advance what logicians call ‘argumentum in circulo,’ arguing in a circle – a very common fallacy. Thus, in examining the word to find its meaning, we would say, ‘It certainly means to
immerse, because the circumstances so indicate.’ Then, in examining the cases of its administration in the light of circumstantial evidence, you would say, ‘The circumstances indicate immersion, because the word means to immerse.’”

W.– “But does it not seem most probable, in this case, that the rite was performed by immersion.”

P.– “On the contrary, everything opposes such a conclusion, except the assumption that in apostolic times they immersed.”

W.– “What do you mean by everything?”

P.– “I mean all the circumstantial evidence.

“First, from our knowledge of the country. Gaza was some forty or fifty miles southwest from Jerusalem. From the account of the country given in Old Testament history, we learn that it was a poorly cratered region. This we learn from the fact that wells were dug to secure a supply of water for animals, and a well was regarded as a valuable possession, and often led to contention and strife. We have an account of such wells in connection with the history of Abraham and Lot. Also, when Abraham’s servant went to secure a wife for Isaac, he stopped at a well, and Rebecca came out to draw water. In Ex. ii. 16; 1 Samuel ix. 11, and Jer. xii. 3, and in many other places we learn the value of wells. From these facts, and our knowledge of the country at the present time, the circumstantial evidence is decidedly against the probability of their finding water that would suffice for immersion.

“Second, if we examine the passage, we can see that the Eunuch had some idea of baptism; he felt that it was his duty to be baptized. From this it would follow that Philip had given him some instruction on the subject. But the burden of his instructions, as we learn, was an exposition of the portion of Scripture he was reading. We infer, then, that the passage read must have contained some reference to baptism. Let us examine it. At the time he was accosted by Philip, he was reading the first part of the fifty-third chapter of Isaiah, as we learn from the quotation. He was then reading the first part of this chapter, and of course, had been reading for some little time. The book of Isaiah was not then divided into chapters and verses. Now let us see if we can find anything in the passage that could have suggested the subject of baptism. Yes, in the immediate context, in what is now – in the divisions of the book – the last verse of the fifty-second
chapter, we find, 'So shall He SPRINKLE MANY NATIONS.

“Here, then, water was spoken of, which accords with the narrative; ‘And as they went on their way they came unto a certain water, and the Eunuch said, ’See, water; what doth hinder me to be baptized?’

“It is clear that Philip must have spoken to him of water; and the water must have been spoken of in the passage read by the eunuch; and we have not found it; it had been read by the eunuch not two minutes before Philip addressed him. He had asked Philip what the prophet meant by saying many nations should be SPRINKLED, and Philip explained to him the necessity of the Spirit’s work: and how the water of baptism was the symbol of that cleansing, descending, or being sprinkled upon those who trust in Jesus.

“Third, From what has been stated, the natural conclusion is, the water to which they came was small in quantity. This is in harmony with the statement that both went into it. Wearing sandals, they could, without any inconvenience, descend into the shallow water, and Philip, taking water in his hand, sprinkled it upon the eunuch, in accordance with the passage he had read, and in accordance with the only scriptural mode of administering the rite.

“That such were the facts, we find additional evidence from the entire absence of any hint as to any preparation for immersion, or any arrangement for dry apparel afterwards. If it had been an immersion, we would expect some such circumstances mentioned, especially as the record informs us of a less important particular that ‘he commanded the chariot to stand still.’

“The narrative closes with the statement, 'When they were come up out of the water, the Spirit of the Lord caught away Philip, that the eunuch saw him no more; and he went on his way rejoicing. But Philip was found at Azotus,” from which we may suggest –

“First, Philip’s departure was sudden.

“Second, It is not probable that, traveling on foot, he had a change of raiment.

“Third, It is equally improbable that he would go to Azotus, fifteen or twenty miles distant, in his dripping apparel.”

W.– “All you have said is very plausible, but it is mere conjecture, and it is as
easy to conjecture one thing as another. Is it proper to base an opinion on, or draw a conclusion from, such conjectures?”

P.– “You must remember, my dear sir, that we are now in search of probable or circumstantial evidence. In attempting to establish anything by such evidence, the only proper course is to frame hypotheses, and see if all the known facts harmonize with them.

“Your hypothesis is that the eunuch was immersed. The probabilities are all against it. My hypothesis is that a small quantity of water was applied to him, sprinkled upon him. All the circumstances favor it. How does the case appear to you?”

W.– “I confess I do not see the immersion as clearly as I once did.”

P.– “Have you another case to suggest?”

W.– “None others suggest themselves to my mind.”

P.– “Do you remember the baptism of Cornelius?”

W.– “Yes, sir, but I did not think it would throw any light on the question of mode.”

P.– “Did you ever examine the narrative with the view to see if it does?”

W.– “No, sir, I cannot say that I did.”

P.– “Let us look at it for a moment. It is found in the tenth chapter of Acts. At the conclusion of the narrative we are told, ‘While Peter yet spake these words the Holy Ghost FELL on all them which heard the word. And they of the circumcision which believed were astonished, as many as came with Peter, because that on the Gentiles also was poured out the gift of the Holy Ghost. Then Peter answered, can any man forbid water, that these should not be baptized which have received the Holy Ghost as well as we? And he commanded them to be baptized in the name of the Lord.’ I would like to ask you a few questions in reference to this narrative.”

W.– “It will afford me pleasure to answer them to the best of my ability.”
P.– “First, then, what suggested to Peter the propriety of baptizing Cornelius and his household?”

W.– “The account given says it was because they had received the Holy Ghost.”

P.– “Please state what the narrative says as to the manner of their receiving the Holy Ghost.”

W.– “It says the Holy Ghost fell on them. And again it speaks of Him as poured out on them.”

P.– “The circumstance, then, that Peter saw the Holy Ghost fall on them, or poured out on them, suggested to him the propriety of baptizing them with water? Would it be proper, and in harmony with other passages, to express these facts in this way: ‘When Peter saw that they were baptized with the Holy Ghost, then he saw that they should be baptized with water’?”

W.– “I see no objection to it.”

P.– “Do these incidental facts suggest anything as to mode?”

W.– “I suppose they would to any one who believes in sprinkling.”

P.– “Without any degree of violence, the passage, as we last gave it, admits a very suggestive variation. In this, for ’baptized,” in the first clause, we will substitute the equivalent term found in the narrative, and change the latter clause to conform to it. It will then be When Peter saw that the Holy Ghost FELL ON THEM, then he saw that the water of baptism should FALL ON THEM. But again, how does Peter present the question of their being baptized?”

W.– “By asking if any man can forbid water.”

P.– “On the supposition that there was a place not very far distant where Peter intended to have them immersed, is the language used by him the most natural that suggests itself to your mind?”

W.– “I would have expected him to ask, ‘Can any one forbid us to go to the water.’”

P.– “Then with which hypothesis does Peter’s question best accord: That they
were to go to the water, or that the water was to be brought to them?”

W.– “The form of his question agrees best with the latter supposition.”

P.– “Now let us apply our rule of circumstantial evidence. To one wholly unprejudiced, ignorant of the contest about mode in baptism, but informed simply that the two modes are possible, to which of these do you think he would regard this narrative as pointing?”

W.– “Taken by itself the circumstances would seem to favor the application of water to them.”

P.– “Do you recall another case of the administration of the rite?”

W.– “None of special interest.”

P.– “Is not the baptism of Paul recorded?”

W.– “Since you mention it, I recollect that it is.”

P.– “Will you please read the passage relating to his baptism? It is Acts ix. 18.”

W.– " 'And immediately there fell from his eyes as it had been scales; and he received sight forthwith, and arose and was baptized.' "

P.– “To my mind, the circumstantial evidence derived from this passage is peculiarly strong and in favor of our mode of baptism.”

W.– “I never noticed anything striking in the account.”

P.– “Are you aware of Paul’s physical condition when Ananias went to him?”

W.– “In the ninth verse it stated that for three days he did neither eat nor drink.”

P.– “What is implied in the nineteenth verse?”

W.– “It says when he had received meat he was strengthened.”

P.– “Do not these facts indicate great physical prostration?”

W.– “They certainly do.”
P.– “On the supposition that he was to be immersed, what would you regard as a fit time to attend to that duty?”

W.– “As soon as his strength would admit of it.”

P.– “If the case had been left to you, would you have started with him on foot, or in some vehicle provided for the purpose, in search of a suitable place to immerse him while he was in such an to which of these do you think he would regard this narrative as pointing?”

W.– “Taken by itself the circumstances would seem to favor the application of water to them.”

P.– “Do you recall another case of the administration of the rite?”

W.– “None of special interest.”

P.– “Is not the baptism of Paul recorded?”

W.– “Since you mention it, I recollect that it is.

P.– “Will you please read the passage relating to his baptism? It is Acts ix. 18.”

W.– " ‘And immediately there fell from his eyes as it had been scales; and he received sight forthwith, and arose and was baptized.’ "

P.– “To my mind, the circumstantial evidence derived from this passage is peculiarly strong and in favor of our mode of baptism.”

W.– “I never noticed anything striking in the account.”

P.– “Are you aware of Paul’s physical condition when Ananias went to him?”

W.– “In the ninth verse it stated that for three days he did neither eat nor drink.”

P.– “What is implied in the nineteenth verse?”

W.– “It says when he had received meat he was strengthened.”

P.– “Do not these facts indicate great physical prostration?”
W.– “They certainly do.”

P.– “On the supposition that he was to be immersed, what would you regard as a fit time to attend to that duty?”

W.– “As soon as his strength would admit of it.”

P.– “If the case had been left to you, would you have started with him on foot, or in some vehicle provided for the purpose, in search of a suitable place to immerse him while he was in such an enfeebled condition, before giving him any nourishment to strengthen him?”

W.– “Most certainly I would not.”

P.– “And when was he baptized?”

W.– “The history does not inform us.”

P.– “Please read the eighteenth and nineteenth verses.”

W.– "‘And immediately there fell from his eyes as it had been scales; and he received sight forthwith, and arose and was baptized. And when he had received meat he was strengthened.’ I see the force of your argument. He was baptized before he partook of food. It is certainly a remarkable circumstance.”

P.– “If you will examine your Greek Testament, you will see some more very strong circumstantial evidence, that is to me decisive as to the mode of his baptism. The word translated ‘rose,’ is a participle, meaning ‘rising,’ or ‘standing up.’ He received sight forthwith, and RISING or STANDING UP, he was baptized. And when he had received meat he was strengthened. What think you now of the circumstantial evidence afforded by the baptism of Paul?”

W.– “I can readily understand how it would have great weight with those entertaining your views of baptism.”

P.– “Do you think of another instance of the administration of the rite?”

W.– “I think all have been mentioned.”

P.– “There are some instances with which you do not seem to be as familiar as
with the baptism of Jesus and of the eunuch."

W.– “I have been accustomed to refer to them in arguing on the question of baptism. What case, not yet mentioned, is recorded?”

P.– “One of great interest; the baptism of the jailer at Philippi, and his household.”

W.– “Since you mentioned it, I remember it. But I do not see that it throws any light on the question of mode. Its only statement is that he baptized him.”

P.– “We are now in search of circumstantial evidence. I think a slight examination of the circumstances attending this baptism will show you that it is rich in this kind of evidence. It is recorded in the sixteenth chapter of Acts. Do you remember the general facts?”

W.– “I remember that Paul and Silas went to Philippi; and because of their preaching, and because of a miracle wrought by Paul, they were seized and cast into prison.”

P.– “Do you remember any particular charge given to the jailer by the magistrates?”

W.– “I will see. Yes, in the twenty-third verse, it is said he was charged to keep them safely.”

P.– “And how did he comply with this charge?”

W.– “He thrust them into the inner prison, and made their feet fast in the stocks.”

P.– “What idea does this suggest as to the construction of the prison?”

W.– “I suppose it had an outer apartment for ordinary prisoners, and an inner apartment for keeping some more safely.”

P.– “The history tells us there was an earthquake, and that all the doors were opened; and the jailer being awakened, and seeing the doors of the prison open, supposing the prisoners had escaped, was about to slay himself. Can you tell me when this occurred?”
W.– “It says it happened about midnight .”

P.– “What did the jailer do when Paul cried to him, and assured him the prisoners were all there?”

W.– “He called for a light, and sprang up, and came trembling, and fell down before Paul and Silas, and brought them out, and said, Sirs, what must I do to be saved?”

P.– “Brought them ‘out’ of what, and into what?”

W.– “I suppose out of the inner prison, into which they had been thrust, into the outer apartment.”

P.– “After Paul and Silas had answered his question – told him what he must do to be saved – what then took place? What did the jailer then do?”

W.– “He took them the same hour of the night and washed their stripes.”

W.– “And was baptized, he and all his, straightway.”

P.– “When did this baptism take place?”

W.– “It was between midnight and daylight; perhaps about two o’clock .”

P.– “Where did the baptism take place?”

W.– “It does not tell us.”

P.– “If by immersion, think you it was in the prison?”

W.– “I never knew a jail to have such accommodations. They were not, in those days, as merciful to their prisoners as Christian nations now are. But there was a river near the city of Philippi .”

P.–“You do not think, then, that they were immersed inside of the jail?”

P.– “And you think the jailer locked up the other prisoners; and that he, and his wife, and his children, accompanied by Paul and Silas, went down to the river at that midnight hour, and were there immersed, and then returned to the prison, and prepared a meal for the two preachers.”
W.– “I do not see why they were so hasty in baptizing them, why they did not wait till daylight?”

P.– “Is it not an extraordinary – an unlooked for event – for Paul and Silas to take that man, and his wife, and his children, at that unreasonable hour, away to the river, and in the darkness of midnight, to immerse them, to say nothing of the jailer providing two suits of dry clothing. One for himself and one for one of the apostles?”

W.– “I confess it was remarkable.”

P.– “In the light of circumstantial evidence, which theory of baptism has most to favor it in this case?”

W.– “You have made a strong case of it. I can see no room for immersion in it, only on the assumption that that is or was the only mode of baptism. I never thought that so strong a case could be made of it.”

P.– “We have not seen its full strength yet. What did the magistrates do when it was daylight?”

W.– “They sent to the jailer to let those men go.”

P.– “And did they go?”

W.– “No, Paul refused to go, or to leave the prison, until the magistrates would come and bring them out.”

P.– “Do you think Paul and Silas were honest men?”

W.– “Why do you ask such a question?”

P.– “To get an answer, and thereby to make a point.”

W.– “Of course they were honest.”

P.– “Could they, as honest men, send the magistrates the word they did, refusing to go out of the walls of the prison till the magistrates would go and take them out; could they, as honest men, have thus spoken and acted, IF THEY HAD BEEN OUTSIDE OF THE PRISON DURING THE NIGHT without the
knowledge or consent of the magistrates?”

W.—“I see the point of your argument and feel its force. I think we must regard it as certain that they did not leave the prison during the night.”

P.—“It is not necessary to ask you which view of baptism this case most favors.

“We have now considered the subject according to agreement, confining ourselves to the word of God alone.

“I. We endeavored to find the meaning of the word employed to designate the rite. We restricted our examination to its use in the Bible.

“(1) Because we wish to know how sacred writers understood and used the word.

“(2) Because a discussion of its classic use would be interminable; and, however decided, would be unsatisfactory.

“In ascertaining the meaning of the word, we pursued the plan that is pursued by all lexicographers in giving their definitions. We selected passages in which the circumstances attending the use of the word would throw light on its meaning. In that investigation we discovered two facts—

“1. The word ‘baptidzo,’ occurs nowhere in the Bible where the context indicates that its meaning is to immerse. Not a single passage can be pointed out.

“The word found in the fourth chapter of Daniel, and there translated ‘wet,’ I. e., moistened by dew, occurs several times in the New Testament, sometimes to indicate partial immersion. Thus, Luke xvi. 24: ‘Send Lazarus, that he may dip his finger, &c. Matt. xxvi. 23: ’He that dippeth his hand with me in the dish.’ Rev. xix. 13: ‘He was clothed with a vesture dipped in blood.’ In the last quotation the meaning is very much the same as in Daniel. His garments became bloody in his conflicts with the enemy, whereby the blood was applied to, or sprinkled upon the garment.

“If this word should be brought into the argument, and I do not see why it should not, then the ‘baptidzo,’ leaves them without any Bible foundation for their use of the word.
“2. The other fact learned is that in several places the word is used in the sense of applying water to that which was baptized.

“II. We considered the significance of the rite; assumptions of immersionists would be destroyed by the passage in Daniel. To restrict ourselves to what it was intended to symbolize or commemorate. In this investigation we found:

“1. It was in no way connected with a burial.

“(1) Immersion would no better symbolize the disposition that was made of the dead body of Jesus than would sprinkling.

“(2) His burial had nothing to do with his work as our Redeemer. That work would have been as complete if the body of Jesus had not been buried at all.

“(3) That his resurrection, which immersionists associate with his burial, is abundantly commemorated by the Christian Sabbath.

“(4) There is no passage in the word of God that intimates that baptism was intended to have any connection with, or reference to, a burial.

“2. We found that baptism was intended to signify, or symbolize and commemorate, the work of the Holy Ghost. The water, and blood, and the Spirit agree in one.

“We found that in no case are we represented as immersed into the Holy Spirit. But on the other hand the Spirit is often spoken of as shed on us; as poured on us; as descending on us; as falling on us; from all of which but one conclusion can be drawn, and that is, in order to represent the work of the Spirit, WATER MUST BE APPLIED TO THE INDIVIDUAL.

“III. We examined all the cases of its administration recorded that would throw any light on the question of mode.

“We examined into the circumstances attending the baptism of the multitudes by John; also the baptism of Jesus; of the three thousand in one day; of the eunuch by Philip; of Cornelius by Peter; of Paul by Ananias; of the Philippian jailer and his household by Paul and Silas.

“We examined all these cases in the light of circumstantial evidence; and in
every case we found the evidence conclusive against immersion, and in favor of the application of water to those baptized.

“These three methods of investigation are independent of each other. A conclusion reached by either method would suffice. But for the harmony and consistency of the sacred record, they ought to agree with each other. By each method the same conclusion is reached.

“Our method of inquiry must commend itself to you as the only one that is legitimate and satisfactory.

“I need not ask you to what conclusion you have come, as that is clearly indicated by your admissions. But I would make this suggestion: Before you make a final decision, go to the Rev. Mr. R. and ask him to go over the whole subject with you as I have. First, let him give you the meaning of the word. He will tell you it means to immerse, and nothing else. Ask him for proof; but confine him to the BIBLE, for the reasons I have already mentioned.

“Ask him in reference to the significance of the rite, and let him give his authority for the assumption that it has any reference to a burial. When he quotes the sixth chapter of Romans, ask him for a detailed interpretation of the passage.

“Let him examine all the cases of the administration of the rite in the light of circumstantial evidence. In the baptism of Jesus ask him to explain, ‘Thus it becometh us to fulfill all righteousness.’

“In the whole discussion, let him confine himself to the Bible, and let Paedo-baptist concessions alone. Tell him that such ad hominem arguments do not apply to you.

“After such investigation let your decision be made independently of what I have said, or what he may say – guided only by your perception of the truth, with the Bible as your only authority.

“I would like to have you return one more evening, as there is a general view of the subject I would like to present, which, taken in connection with what has been said, will assist in coming to a clear and full understanding of the subject.”
9. Simplicity of Baptism

SEVENTH EVENING

W.– “ON the last night I was here I did not retire to bed till after midnight, and then I courted sleep in vain. I heard the clock strike one, two, three and four, but I could not dismiss the subject of baptism from my mind. All our inter views passed in review before me. I was determined not to believe that the views I had entertained on the subject of baptism are erroneous. I reconsidered the meaning of the word from its use in the Bible; but those passages you quoted seemed to have inscribed beneath them, and underscored, NO IMMERSION HERE.

“I went to the significance of the rite. I said it must commemorate a burial. But I labored in vain to find a shadow of a foundation for such a view. The more I thought of it, the more I was amazed that I ever could, in the light of the New Testament, fail to see that baptism can refer to anything but the cleansing by the Spirit. The burial theory was so completely buried that I could find no trace of it.

“I then appealed to the recorded instances of its administration. The old familiar cases of the baptism of Jesus by John, and of the eunuch by Philip, seemed strange to me. The old landmarks had been removed.

“I looked to see John the Baptist, waist deep in water, immersing the multitudes that came to him. I tried to Persuade him to occupy that position; but he cast on me a look of astonishment and entreaty, as if to say, ‘Am I a God, that I could thus stand and immerse these thousands that come to me for baptism!’ and shod with sandals—standing in the brink of Jordan with hyssop branch in hand—he called to them around him to repent, and be baptized for the remission of their sins: and as they sometimes several in a group, the hyssop branch was dipped in the Jordan, and with one motion of his hand the work was done; the water in gentle spray, descended upon them.

“I thought of the baptism of Cornelius, and of Paul and the Philippian jailer and his household; but nothing but images of the descent of water on them filled my vision.

“The nest evening I went to see Mr. R. He had heard of my frequent interviews
with you, and soon inquired how I was getting along on the subject of baptism.

“I told him I was in great trouble. He wanted to know the nature of my troubles. I told him you had presented the subject in a light entirely new to me, and that I was wholly unable to meet your arguments.

“I then asked him if he would go over the whole subject with me as you have done. His reply was that he would; but that one evening would be sufficient. He said he could bring any number of Greek lexicons that would testify that the word means to immerse.

“He suggested that the best plan was for me to read a work on the subject by a learned Paedobaptist: Prof. Stuart on Baptism. He assured me that after reading the concessions of this able writer I would be satisfied.

“I told him I cared nothing about the concessions of any man, unless all on his side of the question would assent to them. What I was after was Bible truth.

“He said he did not see how the question could be considered from an exclusively Bible standing point. This seemed strange after all I had heard them say on the subject, affirming that they only had the Bible on their side.”

P.– “I am glad you visited Mr. R., but am sorry he did not consent to a consideration of the subject as you proposed.

“It would give him pleasure to refer you to a few Greek lexicons as authority for his view on the classic meaning of the word.

“If you desire such a consideration of the subject, outside of the Bible, I would refer you a work by Dr. Dale, on the classic use of the word—a work of 400 or 500 pages—wherein he shows, in a most unanswerable manner by innumerable quotations from classic Greek writers, that the word did not mean to immerse.

“As to the concessions of Prof. Stuart, they are utterly worthless, as you very properly suggested to Mr. R., unless in a controversy with those who would make the same concessions.

“If his concessions are of a character to convince you they ought to have convinced the professor himself. The very fact that he was not convinced, shows one of three things:
“1. That the concessions are not as important and convincing as Baptists pretend; or—

“2. That the professor was so ignorant or stupid, or both, that he could not draw a legitimate conclusion from them; or—

“3. That he was very dishonest in holding one theory and practicing another. Thus you see in any case it would be very stupid in any one to allow himself to be influenced by them.

“This work by Stuart was republished by Graves, Marks & Co., a Baptist house in Nashville, Tennessee; and to show you how Stuart’s friends regarded his concessions, let me read to you an extract from a commendatory notice of the work: it is by G. S. Baker, formerly editor of the Christian Index, Ga. After speaking of the obligations under which the Baptist denomination is to Graves, Marks & Co., for republishing the work, he says, ’Nearly twenty years ago I urged upon brethren to endeavor to have an edition of it brought out for circulation by Baptists, but was informed that it could not be done, as the author’s brethren in the church were very much displeased with him for its publication, and were buying up all the copies they could find in order to suppress it.

“This writer concedes that Stuart stood almost alone in his concessions; his friends were displeased with him for making and publishing them; they would not agree to them. Whence, then, their value in an argumentative point of view?

“Why, then, it might be asked, did the Baptists republish such a work for circulation among their adherents?

“The answer is easily given. Because it would tickle and establish those already convinced, and influence the ignorant and unthinking; and especially because they have nothing better to put forth in favor of their assumptions.

“But let me ask, how does the matter stand with you now?”

W.— “I do not see that immersion can claim any authority or warrant from the word of God.”

P.— “The subject I intended to introduce this evening has, to my mind, great force independently of all other considerations. But, perhaps, it will not be necessary
to call your attention to these facts, as you are already satisfied.”

W.— “I am interested in the subject, and will be glad to hear anything you have to say on it.”

P.— “I proposed to consider the question from what philosophers call an a priori standpoint.”

W.— “By which you mean what we might have expected or anticipated beforehand from the nature of things.”

P.— “Yes, sir; what we might have anticipated from the nature of the New Testament dispensation, as distinguished from the Old.”

W.— “I do not believe that I understand how a conclusion can be drawn from such premises.”

P.— “Can you tell me what was the nature of the service required of those under the Old Testament dispensation?”

W.— “I know that the duties imposed were often burdensome. They had a multitude of rites, various ablutions and sacrifices to offer, which required great self-denial and labor on the part of the worshipers.”

P.— “And what is the peculiarity of the New Testament dispensation in this respect?”

W.— “Very different. It is remarkable for the fewness of its rites, and the simplicity of its service.”

P.— “The difference between the two dispensations is very marked. We may take, as a fair example, the Feast of the Passover in the Old, and that which takes its place in the New the Lord’s supper. These will fairly represent the two dispensations in the peculiarities mentioned. What can you remember of the Passover as celebrated by the Jews before Christ came?”

W.— “I recollect it lasted seven days. All leaven was to be carefully excluded from their dwellings; and a lamb was to be provided for each household, which was to be slain, roasted, and eaten during the night.”
P.– “And what can you say of that which takes its place in the New Testament dispensation?”

W.– “The Lord’s supper is in great contrast with it. It is remarkable for its simplicity.”

P.– “The whole service of Judaism stands in as marked contrast with the service as instituted by Christ and his apostles. What was the particular rite, under the Old Testament, by which a man became, outwardly, a Jew?”

W.– “It was circumcision.”

P.– “Was it remarkable for its simplicity?”

W.– “By no means. I think it agreed very well with the whole ceremonial service of that economy.”

P.– “That is the rite by which we become or are recognized as Christians?”

W.– “The rite which we are now considering; and I begin to see the point and force of your argument.”

P.– “How do circumcision and immersion compare in point of simplicity?”

W.– “It would be difficult to see any great difference in this respect. On many accounts I think the odds are in favor of circumcision.”

P.– “But, reasoning from analogy, from the greater simplicity of the New Testament service in all things else, what would we have anticipated or expected in reference to the rite that was to take the place of circumcision?”

W.– “Most certainly that it would correspond with all other changes in its decidedly superior simplicity.”

P.– “Again, I would ask you how does immersion strike you as a rite in the New Testament Church?”

W.– “I fully appreciate the force of the argument. I am surprised that it never suggested itself to my mind before. The church is called Christ’s body; and immersion, as a rite in the New Testament Church, so remarkable for the
simplicity of its service, seems like a huge and useless excrescence on the body of Christ, destroying its proportions and marring its beauty, and renders deformed what would otherwise have been symmetrical. It is like a great fifth wheel to a wagon. It does not fit; it does not work. I scarcely know how to illustrate it; but immersion seems to be a foreign element, out of its latitude—wholly out of place. It is like a cog wheel taken from the gearing of a saw-mill and attached to a family sewing machine.”

P.– “I am glad you appreciate the force of this a priori argument. It was this that first led me to suspect the claims of immersionists, and to examine the word of God in reference to baptism.”

“When I was about the age at which you received the sobriquet ‘William the Baptist,’ my zeal for immersion was not much below yours at that age. At a revival of religion in Salem, Ohio, during the winter of 184-, about seventy persons united with the Baptist Church. Among the converts was my oldest sister, about eighteen years of age. The weather was intensely cold, and the ice on the pond about twelve inches thick. The pond in which they were immersed was about one mile distant. I went to the ‘baptizing,’ as they called it, to see my sister immersed. A large opening was made in the ice, and there, under such circumstances, was the rite administered. It made a deep impression on my mind. I thought any one deserved great credit to discharge such a duty; and I think such a spirit of self-righteousness is one of the strong pillars of its support.

“Although I have not since then seen the hymn sung on the occasion, yet I have a distinct recollection of one of the stanzas. It ran thus:

‘Christians, if your hearts are warm,
Ice and snow can do no harm;
If by Jesus you are prized,
Arise, believe, and be baptized.’

“Such things satisfied my youthful mind at the time.

“Subsequently I knew of occasions where they had to go eight or ten miles to
perform the rite.

“On one occasion, when about twenty were to be immersed, a small pond was made for the purpose by building a dam across a small stream of water. Before half a dozen had been immersed, the entrance became very miry, and the water decidedly muddy, and soon it became difficult to determine which predominated, the water or the mud.

“In some localities, and in some circumstances, as in the case of the sick, it is a physical impossibility to perform the rite by immersion.

“From such facts I was early led to wonder why a rite so Mosaic or Pharisaic in its nature, should mar the general simplicity of the church under the New Testament dispensation. This led me to examine the subject in the light of God’s Word, and thus I soon found that immersion finds no warrant in the Word of God.

“As a mode of baptism it is unscriptural, failing in a very important particular to do that for which baptism was instituted; that is, to symbolize the bestowment of the Holy Spirit, which can be accomplished only by the APPLICATION OF WATER to the individual.”
10. Infant Baptism

EIGHTH EVENING

About two weeks after our last interview was the time for our quarterly communion. Among those who presented themselves for membership was William. Happy and contented, he sat with his wife to celebrate the dying love of Jesus, whose blood cleanses from all sin; the application of whose blood had that morning been symbolized by the sprinkling of the purifying element on him. A few weeks afterwards, in a visit to the parsonage, he said he had been studying the principles of the Presbyterian Church, and expressed his decided approbation of “most of its doctrines and usages”. One thing he mentioned with which he was pleased, namely: that those seeking membership were not expected or required to subscribe to all its doctrines. This, he continued, was fortunate for him, as he could not believe in infant baptism. He was glad that all are allowed to have their own views on this subject, and to present their children for baptism if they feel inclined, or as he thought was best – to let their children grow to a mature age and decide this matter for themselves.

PASTOR.– “What you say on this subject – liberty – is in part true; but as you state it, is liable to misapprehension. In receiving members we do not ask them if they give assent to all our doctrines as set forth in our Confession of Faith and Catechisms. Officers only, at their installation, are required to give their assent to these. But it is expected that all persons, in seeking union with us, do agree with us on all the leading and important doctrines of our church. One point, mentioned by you, I deem of the greatest importance, and think some church sessions are culpable in allowing it to be ignored and neglected. I speak of the duty of Christian parents, members of our church, in dedicating their children to God in baptism.”

W.– “You astonish me. I thought it was definitely understood that this matter was left entirely with the parents, and that church sessions had no business even to inquire into the reasons why any did not present their children. I have known many Presbyterians who did not believe in infant baptism, and did not have their children baptized, and I never heard of any being disciplined for such neglect. I knew an elder in the church who did not believe in it, and never presented any of his children for baptism, though he had several of them.”
P.– “I expect you are mistaken in your last statement. It would be a remarkable fact if true; because, at his installation, in the presence of God and the congregation, he solemnly affirmed that he received, as in accordance with the word of God, all the doctrines found in our standards. As to your statement about others – I am sorry to say I suppose it is true. At least some are not in accord with us, and neglect the performance of this duty. And, as I before remarked, I think sessions are culpable in quietly overlooking such omissions of duty.”

W.– “Would you be in favor of disciplining an individual for not doing what he conscientiously thought he ought not to do?”

P.– “Not exactly in that form; rather admonishing him for not enjoying a privilege, and discharging a duty so clearly enjoined in the word of God.”

W.– “But suppose he cannot see it in the light of a privilege and duty?”

P.– “Then admonish him to search the Scriptures, and learn his duty.”

W.– “I am entirely satisfied on the question of the mode of baptism; but infant baptism I regard as a relic of popery, and without any divine warrant. You had a difficult task to show me that immersion is not scriptural baptism. But to convince me that it is my duty to have my unconscious babes baptized, would be far more difficult.”

P.– “I was not conscious of any great difficulty in the former task. I simply called your attention to a few facts in the word of God. Allow me to say that the great secret of your former prejudice against infant baptism, and the reason of your inability, hitherto, to see the truth in reference to it was, that your egregious errors on the question of mode cast such a shadow over it as to obscure and darken it beyond the possibility of recognition. While it is true that some receive both immersion and infant baptism, yet they are so repugnant to each other that it is difficult to keep them together. When about to immerse an adult, the person officiating can prevent bad consequences by whispering, ‘hold your breath while under the water’; but such admonitions would be lost on the babe, and very unpleasant consequences would attend their immersion. Since your errors on the question of mode have been rectified, it will be an easy task to point out a few passages in the word of God, where this duty is enjoined, and just as easy for you to see the truth.”

W.– “Candor compels me to assure you that you are mistaken. I think the
language found in the closing part of the book of Revelation applies to the whole word of God, especially to the ordinances of his house. ‘If any man shall add unto these things, God shall add unto him the plagues that are written in this book.’ I would not be satisfied with anything short of a positive command, a ‘Thus saith the Lord’; and I know that no such authority is found in the Bible for infant baptism, for I have read it from Matthew to Revelation.”

P.– “In all this, except your last statement, I agree with you. But you did not finish the quotation.”

W.– “I gave all that I intended, or that I thought was appropriate.”

P.– “That, as I shall show you, is the misfortune of all immersionists. Please quote the balance of the passage, as I shall call your attention to it at the proper time.”

W.– “And if any man shall take away from the words of the book of this prophecy, God shall take away his part out of the book of life, and out of the holy city, and from the things which are written in this book.”

P.– “I wish you to bear in mind both these statements. One, you see, is attended with as serious consequences as the other. Immersionists charge us with ‘adding to’; we confidently charge them with ‘taking from’.”

W.– “But the point I make is a very simple one, and easily disposed of. It is this: In all religious ordinances and institutions, and in all duties that bind the conscience, there must be a positive command. The Church of Rome claims power to bind the conscience where the Bible has not done so. It claims the power to add to the ordinances of the House of God. The Church, I maintain, has no such power. There must be a positive command, or we ‘add to’.”

P.– “Would not legitimate, logical necessary inference be equivalent to a positive command, and be satisfactory to you?”

W.– “Inference is good in its place. But in such a case it will not meet the requirements of a positive command.”

P.– “I propose to show you two facts, which now you would not acknowledge, but of the truth of which I intend to convince you: First, all Anti-paedobaptists take inference for a positive command in reference to the ordinances or
institutions of religion. Second, we have a positive command, a ‘Thus saith the Lord’, for dedicating our children to God, as our custom is.”

W.– “I am afraid you have spoken hastily, and will find it very difficult to verify your statement.”

P.– “Would you not admit that the church, in its collective capacity, in a general council, by unanimous consent, could change the day to be observed as the Christian Sabbath?”

W.– “No, sir, not by the consent of the whole church.”

P.– “I agree with you. Would inference do for such a change?”

W.– “It must be a clear command.”

P.– “On what authority has the change been made from the first day of the week to the last?”

W.– “I do not remember; but I presume the authority is positive and plain.”

P.– “I will give it to you, as you are not familiar with it. Three or four passages will be enough to show you the nature of the authority, John 20:19: ‘The same day, at evening,’ that is, the same day on which Christ arose, ‘being the first day of the week, when the doors were shut where the disciples were assembled for fear of the Jews, came Jesus, and stood in their midst…’ And verse 26: ‘After eight days, again his disciples were within…’ 1 Corinthians 16:2: ‘Upon the first day of the week let every one of you lay by him in store…’ Do you see any positive command for the change of any of these passages?”

W.– “Nothing that has the semblance of such.”

P.– “Yet it is from such passages, taken in connection with the fact that the Lord Jesus arose from the dead on the first day of the week, and from the fact that the early Christians celebrated the first day of the week as the Sabbath – it is from such passages that we get our warrant for the change. Is there, I repeat, a positive command or is it mere inference?”

W.– “Is there no better authority for the change?”
P.– “No better can be found.”

W.– “Then it is certainly mere inference.”

P.– “Have immersionists, who make such demands for a ‘Thus saith the Lord’, for our warrant for infant baptism, and who will not listen to arguments from inference, any authority to observe the first day of the week as the Christian Sabbath?”

W.– “It is very certain that they must be satisfied with clear inference, or change back to Saturday.”

P.– “Their stereotyped demand is a ‘Thus saith the Lord’; ‘a positive command’ or ‘no mere inference’, for any of the ordinances or institutions of religion. The plain, positive command, as given in the Scriptures, is: Remember the seventh day to keep it holy to the Lord. No positive command: no ‘thus saith the Lord’, can be pointed out for the change to the first day of the week. Then, consistency demands of them, as you say, to go back to the seventh day, or, like honest men, admit that we have sufficient authority for such a change in inferential arguments drawn from such passages as we have quoted, and cease their repetition of a ‘Thus saith the Lord’ for everything pertaining to infant baptism.”

W.– “Then your argument in favor of infant baptism is inferential, I suppose? Is it as clear as that in favor of the change of the Sabbath?”

P.– “I wish to impress it on your mind that the argument in favor of infant baptism, in its essential parts, is not at all inferential. It is in the form of a ‘positive command’, a ‘Thus saith the Lord’. In some of its aspects it is inferential; but in these cases the inference is very much clearer than that which satisfied immersionists in regard to the change of the Sabbath.”

W.– “It is news to me that you can give a positive command, a ‘Thus saith the Lord’. Do this and I am satisfied.”

P.– “You are a lawyer by profession, and are thus specially qualified to appreciate the force of the argument. Will you tell me what is the nature, and, in point of time, the extent of the binding obligation of a law that has, in due form, been enacted?”

W.– “A law is binding from the time it is enacted by the proper authority till its
obligation ceases by limitation, or until it is in due form repealed.”

P.– “Can you tell me how this principle applies to the divine law?”

W.– “The Savior himself answers your question in his Sermon on the Mount. He says, ‘Think not that I am come to destroy the law or the prophets. I am not come to destroy, but to fulfill. For verily I say unto you, till heaven and earth pass, one jot or tittle shall in no wise pass from the law, till all be fulfilled.’”

P.– “Can you tell me to what law he refers in that statement?”

W.– “Do you refer to the distinction between the ceremonial and moral law?”

P.– “Yes, sir.”

W.– “I suppose he refers to both. The statement is applicable to both.”

P.– “What does he mean by saying one jot or tittle shall in no wise pass from the law?”

W.– “He means that it shall not, in the least degree, be abrogated, nullified, or cease to be binding.”

P.– “And what does he mean by the expression, ‘Till all be fulfilled’?”

W.– “Till the end for which the law was enacted has been fully met and accomplished.”

P.– “When thus fulfilled, does its obligation cease?”

W.– “It does then, and not till then.”

P.– “Can you give me an example of such fulfillment from which the obligation to obey ceases, or the law ceases to be binding.”

W.– “The law requiring sacrificial rites found its fulfillment in Christ. It was enacted that the Jews should bring their victims, and, in the manner prescribed, offer them in sacrifice to God. All these bloody sacrifices typified Christ, who would, in the fullness of time, offer himself a sacrifice to God. Since they typified him as the Lamb of God, they were fulfilled when he offered himself,
and when his own blood was shed for us. Being fulfilled, such laws are no longer binding. Their object and end were fully met.”

P.– “Your knowledge is accurate, and your views on this question are very correct. An interesting and instructive example is found in connection with an apartment of the temple. The part called the holy of holies was separated from the holy place by a veil. Into that sacred enclosure no one could go, nor even look, save the high priest, and he but once a year, on the great day of atonement. In Hebrews we are informed that such a law was enacted to show us ‘that the way into the holiest of all was not yet made manifest, while as the first tabernacle was yet standing’. The apostle then shows us how all this pointed to Jesus, and typified his work. And when ‘Christ was offered to bear the sins of many’, the Apostle says, ‘Having, therefore, brethren, boldness to enter into the holiest by the blood of Jesus, by a new and living way which he hath consecrated for us, through the veil; that is to say his flesh…’ In this he teaches us that the veil separating the holy place from the holy of holies, was typical of Christ and his work. Of course, then, the law requiring it was fulfilled when he performed the work typified, that is, when he entered into the holy placed not made with hands, that is, into heaven itself. What further need was there, then, of that holy of holies, and of the veil enclosing it? Therefore, in illustration of the principle we are considering, we are told that when Jesus cried with a loud voice, and gave up the ghost, ‘the veil of the temple was rent in twain from the top to the bottom’.”

W.– “All that is very clear, interesting and instructive; but I do not see how it bears on the subject we are considering.”

P.– “We are preparing the way for ‘a positive command’, a ‘Thus saith the Lord’. Will you turn to Genesis 17:9,10, and read?”

W.– " ‘And God said unto Abraham, thou shalt keep my covenant, therefore, thou and thy seed after thee in their generations. This is my covenant which ye shall keep between me and you, and thy seed after thee; every man child among you shall be circumcised.’ "

P.– “Here we have a law, enacted by God himself. It is a positive command; a ‘Thus saith the Lord’. And now comes the question, How long was this law to be binding?”
W.— “I suppose the law was peculiar to the Mosaic dispensation, and ceased with it.”

P.— “On what principle?”

W.— “It is declared to be a covenant between Abraham and his seed. The Jews were his seed, and, therefore, it ceased with them.”

P.— “Will you read Galatians 3:7?”

W.— “Know ye, therefore, that they which are of faith, the same are the children of Abraham.”

P.— “Also the 29th verse.”

W.— “And if ye be Christ’s, then are ye Abraham’s seed, and heirs according to the promise.”

P.— “The covenant which God made with Abraham, as we shall see, was the covenant of grace, that he and his seed should be saved by faith. The passages quoted show clearly who are the seed of Abraham, as the term is used in the covenant. The Scriptures declare that it was not simply those who descended from Abraham; for many of his descendants were not included in this covenant.”

W.— “But did not the whole ceremonial law cease to be binding when Christ came?”

P.— “On what principle, according to the text you quoted from the Sermon on the Mount, did they cease?”

W.— “In that Christ fulfilled them.”

P.— “If it be true that Christ fulfilled the law we are now considering, then it is no longer binding. We have now reached a point in the discussion which immersionists ignore; a point where it is necessary for us to change sides. Heretofore the burden of proof has, very properly, fallen on me; now it falls to you. You stated what everyone will admit, that the law is of binding obligation until it is fulfilled, or until it is repealed. We have found a law, of divine enactment, requiring the seal of the covenant to be applied to children. Our work is done; yours, at this point, begins. It falls on you to show that the law is
binding no longer.”

W.– “I now see how you have been leading me. The point you make is new to me, and perfectly legitimate. I can readily understand how it strikes you as very strong. But I think I can convince you that it has ceased to be binding.”

P.– “And failing to do so, what follows?”

W.– “Then, of course, the law is as binding as when first given to Abraham. In the first place, I affirm that this law ceased with all the other ceremonial laws of that dispensation.”

P.– “This is mere assumption. I demand a ‘Thus saith the Lord’.”

W.– “On the same principle you might say that many of the ceremonial laws are yet binding, because we cannot point to a ‘Thus saith the Lord’; showing that they have been repealed.”

P.– “Our demand is reasonable, and a necessity. You yourself have laid down the principle that a law is binding until fulfilled or repealed. We affirm that all the laws of the Old Testament are binding that have not ceased to be so in some of the methods enumerated by you. The truth is, most of the ceremonial laws were typical of Christ and his work, and were fulfilled by him, and therefore ceased. The law requiring us to observe the Sabbath was not typical of Christ nor his work, and was not fulfilled by him, therefore it is still binding. The law requiring Abraham and his seed after him to apply the seal of the covenant of grace to their infant children was not typical of Christ nor his work, and was not fulfilled by Christ. Thus, you see, it is an assumption to say that this law ceased when such laws as those requiring sacrificial rites came to an end.”

W.– “I see and appreciate the distinction you make. I remember the text, ‘Till heaven and earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass from the law till all be fulfilled’. I acknowledge that this law was not fulfilled in Christ, nor by his work. But I will change the form of my argument. The law specifies that the children should be circumcised. Circumcision, as you will acknowledge, has ceased by divine authority; and therefore, in the very nature of the case, the law has ceased to be binding.”

P.– “I am glad you are ready to acknowledge an error when it is made plain to you. But, giving up one assumption, you have fled to another. You now say that
a thing is so in the very nature of the case. But I say that is an assumption. I affirm that the law requiring circumcision has not, in any proper sense of the word, ceased to be binding. Here I demand the proof, and will be satisfied with nothing but a ‘Thus saith the Lord’.”

W.– “But the rite of circumcision has ceased. Do you deny that it has ceased by divine authority?”

P.– “I acknowledge that it has ceased, and that too by divine authority. But I called upon you to show me that authority.”

W.– “I cannot, only that it ceased after the establishment of the New Testament Church. Can you give the authority or the reason of its cessation?”

P.– “I can.”

W.– “Will you do it?”

P.– “The task belongs to immersionists, or the opposers of infant baptism, but they cannot do it. They propose to ‘take from’ the word of God on mere assumption. Circumcision ceased in very much the same manner as did the feast of the Passover, by what may be called substitution. The law we are now considering is to be regarded in a two-fold aspect: First, and most important, requiring parents to consecrate their children to God; to have the seal of the covenant applied to them. Second, requiring circumcision, it being at that time the seal.

“It would indeed be a strange view to take of the law, to suppose that it required circumcision for the sake of circumcision. The essential part was the consecration or the application of the seal. The rite, which was then the seal, has ceased only by giving place to another of the same kind, or for the same purpose. The law requiring the consecration of children to God, or the application of the seal of the covenant to them, stands unfulfilled and unrepealed.”

W.– “On what authority do you affirm that circumcision has ceased by giving place to another rite of the same kind, and for the same purpose? I suppose you mean that baptism has taken its place?”

P.– “It certainly has; and the proof is very clear. Firstly, they have the same object. Circumcision was the rite of initiation into the church under the Old
Testament dispensation. It was by this rite that men became Jews. Baptism is the rite of initiation into the church under the New Testament dispensation. It is by this rite that we become or are recognized as Christians. Secondly, their significance is the same. Circumcision was intended to signify purity of heart. A few passages will make this evident. Deuteronomy 10:16: ‘Circumcise, therefore, the foreskin of your heart, and be no more stiff-necked’. Deuteronomy 30:5: ‘And the Lord thy God will circumcise thine heart and the heart of thy seed, to love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, that thou mayest live’. Jeremiah 4:4: ‘Circumcise yourselves to the Lord, and take away the foreskins of your heart, ye men of Judah, and inhabitants of Jerusalem’. Romans 2:28-29: ‘He is not a Jew which is one outwardly, neither is that circumcision which is outward in the flesh. But he is a Jew which is one inwardly, and circumcision is that of the heart, in the spirit, and not in the letter, whose praise is not of men, but of God’. Baptism, as you well know, signifies the same thing. As John says, ‘There are three that bear witness in earth, the Water, and the Blood, and the Spirit; and these three agree in one’. The two former typify, and the last accomplishes, our cleansing. Thirdly, each sustains the same relation to the covenant of grace, that is, a seal to it.”

W.– “The Jews occupied a peculiar position. They present themselves to us in the two-fold aspect of a state and a church. Was not circumcision, so to speak, a national badge; or was not circumcision intended to confer citizenship rather than church membership?”

P.– “This is an old objection; and the enemies of infant baptism show the poverty of their cause when they seek to evade the force of the truth by such expedients. It is true they were both a nation and a church, but it is also true that these two formed but one theocracy. There were not two governments. To belong to the nation was to belong to the church, and vice versa.”

W.– “But did not circumcision belong to or pertain more to citizenship in the state than to membership in the church?”

P.– “What I have said as to the significance of the rite ought to be a sufficient answer to this question. But I will cite another authority to show you how exceedingly erroneous is such a view. When I told you that circumcision was the seal of the covenant of grace, I expected you to ask my authority for such a statement: but as you did not, I will anticipate such a demand, as my warrant for that statement will show you that circumcision had special reference to the
church, as distinguished from the nation. Will you read Romans 4:11, the first part of the verse?”

W.– "‘And he received the sign of circumcision, a seal of the righteousness of the faith which he had, being uncircumcised.’ “

P.– “To whom does the apostle here refer?”

W.– “To Abraham.”

P.– “What is a seal?”

W.– “It is something applied to an agreement or covenant to establish or confirm it.”

P.– “Of what was circumcision given as a seal?”

W.– “Of righteousness.”

P.– “And what does this mean?”

W.– "‘A seal of righteousness’ means a confirmation of the fact that he was righteous.”

P.– “And how did the righteousness come; or how did he get it?”

W.– "‘A seal of the righteousness of faith,’ that is, that his faith secured the righteousness.”

P.– “We are taught that Abraham was justified by faith; that God regarded and treated him as righteous because of his faith; and in confirmation of the fact that he would so regard him, he gave him circumcision as a seal. We are here very clearly taught the object of circumcision at its institution; as it was given to Abraham, it was a ‘seal of righteousness which is by faith, a seal of the covenant of grace’. Does this language of Paul sufficiently answer your question?”

W.– “Yes, sir; I never saw circumcision in that light before. According to Paul’s statement it is evident that, at the time of its institution, it had exclusive reference to the church, or, as you said, it was the seal of the covenant of grace. In its object and significance, it seems to have been identical with baptism.”
P.– “The law requiring children to be consecrated to God has not been repealed; the rite by which the consecration was accomplished has ceased; but another rite, for the same object, and with the same significance, but simpler in its nature, is found in the New Testament Church. Is it not a necessity that we conclude that the one takes the place of the other?”

W.– “It would seem to be so. But there is a serious difficulty in the way, and that is, only male children were circumcised; and if one takes the place of the other, then only male children should be baptized. But you baptize children of both sexes.”

P.– “The fact that baptism takes the place of circumcision is, of itself, a sufficient answer to this objection. But I will say further in answer to it:

”1. The seal of the covenant was, in its very nature, applicable only to males.

“2. It was not applied to females of any age; and therefore women, individually or personally, were not members of the church. They were regarded as represented by the males.

“3. In the New Testament Church, with a change of seal, a seal applicable to them, we find it was applied to them, as we learn from the case of Lydia.

“4. As female adults did not have the seal applied to them for the same reason that female infants did not; and as the former have the new seal applied to them, for the same reason it should be applied to the latter also.

“5. It is to be presumed that in some of the household baptisms there were female children; but no distinction is mentioned.”

W.– “I confess that I myself did not feel the force of the objection I made, but it suggested itself to my mind, and I thought I would mention it to see how you would met it; and I am satisfied with the answer you have given. But it seems to me that in all your reasoning you proceed on the assumption that the two dispensations are, in reality, but one, with some slight, non-essential changes.”

P.– “I do assume that such is the fact, and am glad of the opportunity of relieving it from the charge of being an assumption, as it is very easy to raise it to the high position of a demonstration. My proposition is that the church, from the time of its formal organization under Abraham to the end of the world, is one and the
same; identical in all essential particulars. I might go back still further, but to extend the period to Abraham will suffice for our present purpose.

“The demonstration of this proposition will establish the perpetuity of the obligation to dedicate our children to God; for if it was a law to the church, and has not been repealed, and if the church is the same now as it was then, the inference is inevitable.”

W.– “I am afraid you have undertaken a difficult task to prove, to my satisfaction, that the old Jewish Church was, in any true sense, the same as the Christian Church.”

P.– “I think we will find the task very easy in the abundance of the light that the word of God throws on it. What may be regarded as the great central necessity of the church?”

W.– “The Savior, the Lord Jesus as the God-man dying for sinners.”

P.– “He is our only Savior.”

W.– “Our only Savior.”

P.– “Did Abraham, and David, and Isaiah, and those living under that dispensation have a Savior?”

W.– “I suppose they had.”

P.– “And who was their Savior?”

W.– “There never was, nor could there be, any Savior besides Jesus.”

P.– “Very good. ‘Abraham’, said Jesus, ‘rejoiced to see my day; he saw it and was glad’. The Bible teaches us that there can be no salvation without a Savior; and, as you say, it teaches us that Jesus is the only Savior – not simply the only one that has been given us, but the only one that could be given us. In both dispensations, then, there was the same Savior. What is the next thing essential to salvation, or the church?”

W.– “I suppose it is the doctrine of salvation, or the manner of our being saved by the Savior.”
P.– “What is the plan of salvation with us? How are we saved?”

W.– “By faith in the Lord Jesus.”

P.– “And how were the Jews saved?”

W.– “The Scriptures speak of Abraham having been justified by faith.”

P.– “In the fourth chapter of Romans, Paul holds up Abraham as an example to us, to show us that we are to be justified by faith. In the conclusion of the chapter, having shown that he was justified by faith, he says, ‘Now it was not written for his sake alone that it was imputed to him, but for us also, to whom it shall be imputed if we believe on him who raised up Jesus our Lord from the dead’. The Savior and the plan of salvation being identical in both dispensations, what else is to be regarded as essential to the church?”

W.– “I do not think of any thing that can be regarded as essential.”

P.– “Nor is there anything else. The church is the body of believers, those who receive the Lord Jesus as their Savior. The mode or manner of confessing him, or making a public profession of our faith in him, may vary according to the will of God, as revealed to us. Once circumcision, by the appointment of God, was the seal of the covenant; now it is baptism by the same authority; but all the essentials are the same. The opposers of infant baptism feel the importance of building a very high wall between the two dispensations. Sometimes they seem to wish to make the impression that the gospel is peculiar to us.”

W.– “I thought it was.”

P.– “The gospel is the glad tidings of salvation through Jesus. These glad tidings came to them. Paul says, ‘For unto us was the gospel preached as well as unto them’; that is, unto those living under the Old Testament dispensation. Of course, then, it was preached unto them as well as unto us. They looked forward to, and trusted in, the Savior to come. We look back to him as already come. To them he was the Lamb slain from the foundation of the world, slain in type, and slain for all the purposes of salvation.

“The apostle Paul often speaks of the identity of the church in both dispensations. In the eleventh of Romans he makes an argument of it. He represents the church as a tree, and the Jews of the old and the Gentiles of the
new dispensation as branches of it – the Jews as the natural branches, and the Gentiles as taken from a wild olive tree and graffed in among them.

“Romans 11:17-21: ‘And if some of the branches be broken off, and thou, being a wild olive tree, wert graffed in among them, and with them partakest of the root and fatness of the olive tree, boast not against the branches. But if thou boast, thou bearest not the root, but the root thee. Thou wilt say then, the branches were broken off that I might be graffed in. Well, because of unbelief they were broken off, and thou standest by faith; be not high-minded, but fear. For if God spared not the natural branches, take heed lest he also spare not thee.’ It is difficult to see how anyone can read such statements and fail to see that the church, under both dispensations, is one and the same.

“Paul, in writing to Timothy says, ‘And that from a child thou hast known the Holy Scriptures, which are able to make thee wise unto salvation, through faith which is in Christ Jesus’. (2 Timothy 3:15) When Timothy was a child there were no Scriptures but those of the Old Testament. In the next verse he says these are profitable unto all things. And in the verse quoted he declares they are able to make men wise unto salvation. By faith in Christ Jesus.

“Will you now tell me wherein I have failed to demonstrate the identity of the church under both dispensations?”

W.– “According to your view, the old Jewish church was as much entitled to be called ‘Christian’ as the church of the present day.”

P.– “Why is it now called the Christian church?”

W.– “Because Christ is its Savior and Head.”

P.– “And who was the Savior and Head of the Jewish church?”

W.– “The same Lord Jesus Christ.”

P.– “Then was it not as much the Christian church as is the church under the present dispensation?”

W.– “I see no reason to the contrary.”

P.– “Why are we called Christians?”
W.—“Because we trust in Christ.”

P.—“And in whom did Abraham and his descendants trust?”

W.—“In the same Savior.”

P.—“Then were they not Christians as well as we?”

W.—“For the same reason they were.”

P.—“Let us not lose sight of the question before us. In the Christian church, away back yonder in the time of Abraham, God gave a command that Christian parents should consecrate their children to him. The law requiring it has not been fulfilled to put an end to it; it has not been repealed. Is it still binding?”

W.—“I do not see what good can be accomplished by baptizing a little child, unconscious of what is taking place.”

P.—“I will leave, for the present, the question I propounded, and which you neglected to answer, and consider the difficulty you raise. What good can be accomplished by baptizing anyone?”

W.—“It is a duty imposed by Jesus.”

P.—“So is the baptism of infants. But again, what good was accomplished by circumcising infants?”

W.—“But we are commanded to repent and believe, and then be baptized. Infants cannot repent nor believe, therefore they cannot be baptized.”

P.—“Faith is essential to salvation. ‘He that believeth not shall be damned.’ Infants cannot believe, and, therefore, they cannot be saved.”

W.—“But that conclusion is unwarrantable, because such statements are only intended to apply to adults, or to those who can believe.”

P.—“How do you know that such passages are thus restricted? I find no such restriction in the context.”

W.—“There is no need to make mention of it. It is according to the very nature of
things that it would be so restricted. Without so understanding such statements it would follow that all infants dying in infancy would be lost. Do you not believe they are saved?”

P.– “I believe that all such are saved.”

W.– “Then you cannot believe that such passages refer to infants.”

P.– “I think you have taken a correct view of such statements. My only objection is that you apply that ruled of interpretation when it suits your purpose; and when it serves a better purpose to deny it, then you deny it.”

W.– “How is that?”

P.– “When repentance or faith is spoken of as a prerequisite for baptism, you find a strong argument against infant baptism, because infants cannot believe. Why do you not see that those passages which speak of faith as preceding baptism, in the very nature of the case apply only to adults who can believe?”

W.– “I acknowledge the justness of your criticism of my interpretation. The two classes of passages are similar and should be similarly interpreted. But it does seem to me unreasonable to administer baptism to an infant that knows nothing of its object or significance.”

P.– “I suppose your emotions, on seeing a young child baptized, are somewhat complex: in part pity for the credulity or semi-superstition of the parents, and in part a feeling of condemnation for adding to what God has given.”

W.– “I confess you have made a good analysis of my feelings when witnessing the baptism of a babe.”

P.– “On the supposition that immersionists are exercised in a similar manner, it is fortunate for their comfort that they place such a small estimate on the Old Testament Scriptures, regarding them as about obsolete, and therefore devote so little attention to them.”

W.– “Why so?”

P.– “Because they would become so very nervous in reading about the circumcision of little babes only eight days old. Circumcision, as we have seen,
was identical with baptism in its object and significance. The very same objections can be urged against the one as against the other. But I suppose you would excuse those old Jews for such foolish practices, on account of the darkness of the period in which they lived.”

W.– “But circumcision was appointed by God himself.”

P.– “Exactly so. And I wish you would take the trouble to see if all the objections you urge against infant baptism could not apply with equal force against the circumcision of infants. Many silly objections are urged against infant baptism. By some it is treated with ridicule; and in the language of contempt they call it ‘baby sprinkling’. But as circumcision is chargeable with precisely the same objection, of course such ridicule is directed against God himself.”

W.– “One objection I have heard urged against infant baptism, and I think with some force, is the levity it produces oftentimes in the spectators. Children are generally timid and afraid of strangers. I have seen pastors whose habit it was to take the babe in their arms when baptizing it. The timidity of the child, the circumstances surrounding it, the sensation produced on it by the water, all contributing, would produce a scene bordering on the ridiculous. Now, it seems to me that a rite liable to such things does not harmonize with the solemnity that should attend an act of worship.”

P.– “I am sorry that such an objection should have any weight with you. I have often heard them urged. I have seen descriptions of such scenes, given in great detail, in Baptist newspapers. In one of their Sabbath school papers, a few years ago, I saw what purported to picture of what actually occurred. The minister had the child in his arms, and was trying to baptize it, and the child was resisting with all its power, and the spectators were indulging in hearty laughter at the scene.

“To all such objections urged against the rite, it might be a sufficient answer to suggest that such scenes may not have been uncommon in connection with the circumcision of infants. To bring the matter nearer home, the same objection might be urged against the immersion of adults, as an offset to such silly charges brought against infant baptism. I know not the number of ridiculous things I have heard in connection with immersion – things so ridiculous as to render smiling on the part of the spectators excusable.”
W.– “I see that such an objection should have no weight. You have made it very clear from your reference to circumcision. And I admit that similar objections might be urged against immersion. But on the supposition that the law or promise as given to Abraham was not, in any manner, repealed, is it not strange that we find no intimation in the New Testament that it is still binding?”

P.– “Before answering that, allow me to put a question to you. On the supposition that it was to be regarded as binding, and in no sense repealed, in what way, or in what connection would you expect to find any statement setting forth such a fact?”

W.– “I would expect to find some statement affirming, or so speaking as to assume its continued obligation.”

P.– “And this is just what we find in the New Testament. On the day of Pentecost, when the multitude asked, ‘men and brethren, what shall we do?’ Peter after telling them they must repent and be baptized, said, ‘For the promise is unto you and to your children’. Peter was addressing Jews – those who were familiar with the fact that children were included in the covenant. How could they understand such language?”

W.– “I could put an interpretation upon such an expression as to evade the force of it as an argument in favor of the continued obligation of that promise to Abraham.”

P.– “I suppose that all Anti-paedobaptists do. But that is not the question. How would those who had all their lives been under a dispensation where children were included in the covenant, and had a right to the seal of that covenant, how would such understand it?”

W.– “I suppose they would look upon it as intending still to include the children.”

P.– “They could put no other interpretation on it. Nor can any, if the only object is to ascertain the truth.”

W.– “Are there any more such references?”

P.– “Please read 1 Corinthians 7:14.”
W.– "‘For the unbelieving husband is sanctified by the wife, and the unbelieving wife is sanctified by the husband. Else were your children unclean. But now they are holy.’ I remember to have heard a very satisfactory interpretation of this, by which it would appear there is no reference to infant baptism.”

P.– “What does it mean.”

W.– “Holy is here used in the sense of legitimate.”

P.– “Then suppose both parents were unbelievers, what would be the condition of their children?”

W.– “I see. It would then follow that the children of such would not be legitimate. I do not know what it means.”

P.– “Its meaning is very clear. It means that, in the cases spoken of, the child would be ceremonially unclean; that is, not entitled to the seal of the covenant. It needed no explanation to the Corinthians. It is very plain to all who are willing to understand. It is one of those passages which take for granted that children have not been thrust out of the covenant.”

W.– “Is it not strange, then, that among the number of baptisms recorded, no mention is made of the baptism of children?”

P.– “You must remember, that when talking on the question of mode, you found but few cases of the administration of the rite to adults. Let me ask you, on the supposition that one of our missionaries should receive into the church a husband and wife from among the heathen, and, when baptizing them, should also baptize their children, some of whom were too young to act for themselves, how would such a baptism be reported?”

W.– “He might report that he had baptized the man and his wife and their children.”

P.– “Will you read Acts 16:15?”

W.– " ‘When she was baptized, and her household.”

P.– “Also the 33rd verse.”
W.– "‘And he took them the same hour of the night, and washed their stripes, and was baptized, he and all his straightway.’ “

P.– “Also 1 Corinthians 1:6.”

W.– "‘And I baptized also the household of Stephanas; besides, I know not whether I baptized any other.’

“The record of these household baptisms does seem remarkable. But they may have included only those who could act for themselves. In the case of the jailer, it is stated, ‘They spake unto him the word of the Lord, and to all that were in his house’. This implies that his household could understand for themselves.”

P.– “Does that exclude infants?”

W.– “It would if the apostles could speak to them, and they could comprehend what was spoken.”

P.– “Does it imply any more than that the apostles spoke to all in his house who were capable of understanding? You must recollect that we had this question up when considering the text, ‘He that believeth not shall be damned’. On the supposition that there were some in the household capable of understanding, and some who could not, would it not be proper to use the language you quote?”

W.– “I suppose it would be allowable on the principle that we are not to consider language applied to infants which, in the very nature of the case, is not applicable to them.”

P.– “As a question of probabilities, are we not to conclude that there were infants in some of those households?”

W.– “I confess the probabilities are in favor of the supposition.”

P.– “As we have considered the question, it stands thus: We have pointed you to a positive command, a ‘Thus saith the Lord’, giving children a place in the covenant, and requiring the seal of the covenant to be applied to them. We have shown that the covenant thus made with Abraham was the covenant of grace. We have taken the position that the law so enacted as never fulfilled; could not be in its very nature; and further, it has never been repealed. Nothing short of the ‘Thus saith the Lord’ would be satisfactory evidence of its having been repealed.
But not only is it true that no such evidence can be adduced, but no passage can be pointed out from which any inference can be drawn that it was ever repealed. On the contrary, we have shown that the New Testament Scriptures award evidence, very conclusive, that it was assumed, taken for granted, that the Law was still in force. And still further, we have referred you to several household baptisms, which, taken in connection with all the other facts, renders it practically certain that baptism, the seal of the covenant under the New Testament dispensation, was applied to the infant children of believing parents. What more can you desire in the way of proof?"

W.– “You have presented the subject in a light entirely new to me. I confess it seems unanswerable. The ‘positive command’ and the ‘Thus saith the Lord’ which I required, you have furnished. I now see why you insisted on my giving the balance of the quotation from Revelation. I now see that the denial of infant baptism, and the refusal to receive it as a divine command, is taking away from what God has given us to observe. Viewed in this light, parents are certainly guilty of a great offence in neglecting to comply with the divine injunction. I can also see how sessions are culpable in quietly passing by such neglect on the part of parents.”

P.– “I was certain you could not fail to see the truth when presented. As I before remarked, the unscriptural notion that immersion is baptism stands as the great obstacle in the way of all God’s people seeing the truth on this subject. The two things are seen to be so incompatible that one or the other must be given up.”

THE END